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Agenda

For the 2022 Annual Meeting of the Unitarian Church of Montpelier
To be held on Sunday May 22, 2022 at 11am in the Sanctuary and via live video or phone through

Zoom

All are encouraged to attend to discuss and have Active Members vote on the following:

1. Welcome

a. Review protocols for hybrid in-person/virtual meeting

b. Confirm Quorum

c. Election of meeting moderator

d. Approve the Agenda

2. Chalice Lighting, In Memoriam

3. Update from the UCM Governing Board

a. Air Quality Project Update

4. Update from the ET

5. Approval of Minutes from Annual Meeting, 5/16/2021

6. Approval of Minutes from Special Meeting 6/6/2021

7. Approval of Minutes from Special Meeting 2/13/2022

8. Approval of the General Fund Budget for the FY 2023 church year

9. Approval of the Capital Fund Budget for the FY 2023 church year

10. Proposed Bylaw Changes (Proposed by Joel Dennison)

11. Election of three members to serve on the UCM Board (each for a two-year term)

a. Mary Alice Bisbee

b. Joel Dennison

c. Fran Dodd

d. Hugo Liepmann

12. Election of Officers to the UCM Board

a. President - Meredith Warner

b. Vice-President - Vic Guadagno

c. Secretary - Ansel Ploog

d. Financial Officer - Fran Dodd (if elected)

13. Recognition of Staff and Volunteers
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14. Conduct any other new business

15. Adjourn

Annual Meeting Minutes for May 16, 2021

Minutes of the Annual Meeting 2021

Unitarian Church of Montpelier

Virtual Meeting on Zoom

Vic Guadagno, UCM President of the Board, called the meeting to order.

The meeting protocols were read.

Voting procedure was explained.

A quorum was confirmed.

Vic Guadagno invited a motion to elect Steve Gold as the moderator.

● Hugo Liepmann made  the motion.

● Stuart Russo-Savage seconded the motion.

● Steve Gold was elected as moderator.

Steve Gold invited a motion to approve the Agenda

● Hugo Liepmann made  the motion.

● Sue Stukey seconded the motion.

● Vic Guadagno made a motion to modify the agenda

○ Modify to move the Air Quality Project to the end of the meeting so that it comes after
all old business and new business and move the recognition of staff and volunteers to
the time while the board elections are being counted.

○ Hugo Liepmann accepted this as a friendly amendment to his motion.

● The agenda was approved.

Steve Gold invited Reverend Joan Javier-Duval to share some words. She led the congregation in a chalice

lighting. She read the Congregational Covenant. She provided a brief overview of the past church year.

Steve Gold invited a motion to approve the Annual Meeting Minutes for the May 24,  2020 meeting.
● Hugo Liepmann made  the motion.

● Sue Stukey seconded the motion.

● Steve Gold invited conversation about the minutes.

● Judith Hinds asked for a correction to be made: There is one error that is in the middle of page

nine. There are a couple of typos in the figures in the paragraph that goes, “Adding all expenses
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total,” it says 445,211. It should say 425,211. “Subtract that from general fund income of,” and it

says 439,972. It should say 430,972. That's fairly significant.

● Steve Gold accepted the corrections and asked that the Secretary note the change.

● Steve Gold called for the vote after no others raised their hands.

○ Votes to approve - near unanimous

○ Votes not to approve - none

○ Abstentions -  three

○ The minutes from last year were approved.

Steve Gold turned the meeting over to Vic Guadagno. Vic made some introductory statements about the

next three items before he invited Scott Hess from the Covid Task Force to take the floor.

● Scott described the Covid Task Force, its members and composition.

● The Covid Task Force is an advisory group that makes recommendations to the UCM Board and

Executive Team.

● The Covid Task Force has a resources page on the website and a dedicated email address for

feedback.

● The Covid Task Force uses data from the state, CDC and UUA to help develop protocols for

church activities.

● Scott described the current Covid guidelines, expressed gratitude to all of the people who have

participated in the Covid Task Force,  and welcomed feedback from the congregation.

Scott Hess invited Emily Seiffert to discuss the Visioning Task Force.

● Emily Seiffert described the past process that helped create the 2020 Strategic Plan & Vision

Statement, which included democratic process, surveys, focus groups that all resulted in the

planning documents, which have helped guide our community.

● In 2020, the plan lapsed. This coincided with the  Covid-19 Pandemic, growing racial justice

movement, the presidential primary season and the escalating climate crisis. An envisioning

process felt challenging, so the UCM Board empowered the creation of the Visioning Task Force

to help decide what to do.

● The Visioning Task Force decided the 2020 Vision Statement is still relevant to the Congregation’s

vision. So light editing was done to reflect a change to current conditions. It was approved by the

UCM Board.

● The Visioning Task Force recommended the UCM Board develop a more flexible planning process

that can better adjust to dynamic global events and ongoing feedback from the church

community.

● The Visioning Task Force also drafted a document titled ”Working Priorities for 2021 and

Beyond.”

Emily Seiffert yielded the floor to Vic Guadagno who introduced Meredith Warner and Verdis Robinson,

Ministerial Intern to discuss the 8th Principle.

● Introduction of the UCM Racial Justice Group and the denominational wide grassroots

movement to adopt the 8th Principle of Unitarian Universalism.
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● Verdis Robinson read the 8th Principle: “We, the member congregations of the Unitarian

Universalist Association, covenant to affirm and promote journeying towards spiritual

wholeness, by working to build a diverse, multicultural, beloved community by our actions that

accountably dismantle racism and other oppressions in ourselves and our institutions.”

● The Congregation will be invited into conversation about what it would mean for us to adopt the

Eighth Principle in the coming church year.

Vic Guadagno introduced Claudia Clark, to begin the update from the Executive Team.

● The Covid guidelines for reopening were shared again and an email for feedback and questions

was provided.

● Rev. Joan was introduced to speak about the Acting Music Director hiring committee.

● Rev. Joan shared how the job for the Acting Music Director has been posted.

● Dawn Evans shared that they are reconvening the personnel committee to support human

resources and that they are seeking more volunteers.

● Leslie Parr shared about some new committees that have formed: the Visioning Task Force, the

COVID Task Force, the Racial Justice Committee, the Audio Visual Group, the Air Quality Project

Team, and the Community Pouch ad hoc group.

Steve Gold moved to the General Fund Budget. Dan Groberg, Co-Chair of the Finance Committee, was

invited to present.

● Pledge income was increased to $340,000.
● Fundraising and building revenue rentals are projected to be lower because of the continued

closure of the building.
● Cash reserves contribution is budgeted at $45,000.
● Total general fund income is projected to be $458,723.50.
● UCM moved into the Midsize Two category of the UUA, which affects the recommended staff

salaries.

Dan Groberg concluded his presentation.

● Paul Hartmann made a motion that we approve the general fund budget.
● Meredith Warner seconded.
● Discussion was opened on the budget.
● Tina Ruth: Question about LTIF and cash reserves, asked for clarity.
● Tina Ruth: Continued clarifying question, asked if there is a difference in pledged amount?
● Bill Pelton: Offered his time to share more about the Sexton role that he previously held.
● Malcolm FitzPatrick: Where is the cash reserve, debit and credit? The report or the budget

should include all these separate funds and the reserve fund. So in the future, we can see where
this money is going to and how much we have in each of the various funds.

● Rev. Joan: Clarified there is a balance sheet in the Annual Report.
● Steve Gold called for the vote after no others raised their hands.

○ Votes to approve - near unanimous

○ Votes not to approve - none

○ Abstentions -  one

○ The annual budget for Fiscal Year 2022 was approved.
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Steve Gold moved to the Capital Fund Budget. Dan Groberg, Co-Chair of the Finance Committee was

invited to present.

● Brief explanation of the proposed Capital Fund Budget.
● Income of $41,621.24 which is 4% of the value of LTIF as of December 31, 2020
● $8,121 in general and unanticipated maintenance
● $3,500 for the installation of the center handrail on the Main Street steps
● $5,000 to replace the hearing assists in the sanctuary
● $20,000 towards replacing the audio video equipment
● $5,000 transfer to the capital reserve fund for the eventual repair of the front steps on Main

Street

Dan Groberg concluded his presentation.

● Denise Bailey made a motion to approve the capital budget for FY 2022.
● Liz Benjamin seconded.
● Open for questions.
● Peter Thoms: recommended a correction to an incorrect date.
● Cindy McCloud: when will the front steps be done?
● Kenric Kite: clarified that the AV expense is for new equipment.
● Discussion ended.
● Steve Gold called for the vote on the Capital Budget after no others raised their hands.

○ Votes to approve - near unanimous

○ Votes not to approve - none

○ Abstentions -  one

○ The Capital Budget for Fiscal Year 2022 was approved.

Steve Gold invited Ryan Kane to present about the Bylaws changes.

The proposed change elects Board members consistent with our practice to a two-year term on the
Board, but then, allows for the election of officer positions only for a one-year term. This is intended to
allow for Board members to  spend one year as a Member at Large of a two-year term and then grow
into a position, a bigger leadership role as an officer.

● Paul Hartmann made a motion to approve the Bylaws changes presented.
● Meredith Warner seconded.
● Discussion began.
● Kathy Johnson: expressed support.
● Sandal Cate: asked for clarity on the Bylaw change.
● Stuart Russo-Savage: asked if this is the only Bylaw change we are voting on.
● Malcolm FitzPatrick: asked about consistency in the language.
● Two typos were identified in the Bylaws.
● Hugo Liepmann offered, as a Board member, to review with more detail for typos.
● Discussion ended.
● Steve Gold called for the vote on changes to the Bylaws after no others raised their hands.

○ Votes to approve - near unanimous

○ Votes not to approve - two

○ Abstentions -  two
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○ The Bylaws changes were  approved.

Malcolm FitzPatrick was invited to speak, as the moderator understood he had a Bylaw change to

present. Malcolm recommended that the UCM Bylaws be amended to require congregational meetings

be run using Robert’s Rules of Order.

● Malcolm FitzPatrick made a motion for the following change to the UCM Bylaws:

Addition to Art. Four

4.4 The governance of a meeting shall be by the latest edition of Robert’s Rules of Order.

● UNKNOWN NAME seconded.
● Discussion.
● Kathy Johnson:  Would not support this at this time. Feels we should be more deliberate if we

are going to require a particular format. Feels Robert’s Rules hold up standards of white
supremacy culture.

● Barbara Thompson: Concern if we put something in the Bylaws where we have to be very strict
to the letter.

● Judith Hinds: Thinks it's a good example of how we don't think, or we're not aware of some of
the ways in which systemic racism can be a barrier to fuller participation. Suggests to Malcolm
that he withdraw his motion to amend and that this be considered in greater detail next year.

● Hugo Liepmann: The Board is aware of this motion. It possibly has a lot of consequences and the
Board just recommends the motion on the floor not be adopted at this time.

● Mary Alice Bisbee: Would really like to change the name of our congregation from church, the
church of...

● Steve Gold: This is new business, which we will get to once we've done this voting.
● Mary Alice Bisbee: Stated she is not putting it in as new business. She just wanted to put it in as

a placeholder. Thank you. Along with studying these other things.
● Harris Webster: Some folks know Robert’s rules better than others and that creates a hierarchy.
● Paul Wallace-Brodeur: Wouldn't support the motion because he  doesn’t think there's anybody

that really appreciates the detail and complexity of Robert's rules. We’d need an expert.
● Jose  Aguayo : You need an expert to follow those rules.
● Ron Cameron: Wanted to point out that last year at GA there was extensive discussion of this

and about white supremacy and the whole issue of Robert’s rules of order. Encouraged people
who want more information to look at that UUA report. Does not support the motion.

● Malcolm FitzPatrick: Believes in determination by consensus. It takes time and must be well led.
It is real democracy. The rules imposed presently violate the consensus model. So he would
withdraw the motion but he'd like to be part of arriving at how we should be running our
meetings. He'd like to see them be democratic and involve everybody who wishes to speak.  I
think we've got to be able to have a give and take among the members and have
acknowledgment of the roles we play as participants in this democracy of the congregation.
Thank you.

● Steve Gold: The motion has been withdrawn.

Board Elections

Ryan Kane was nominated for a vacant one-year term.

● A vote was held. No abstentions or oppositions.
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● Ryan Kane was elected.

Verdis Robinson was invited to facilitate the voting process for the two-year terms. The zoom poll was
used. There were five candidates for the four available board positions. The candidates were introduced.

A zoom poll was launched. While the votes are counted, Rev. Joan Javier-Duval and the Executive Team
recognized volunteers for their service: Ron Cameron, Pam Cameron, Deb Van Ness, Barbara Thompson,
Nancy Schulz, Rocky/Kairn Kelley, Danette Fuller, Bob Hawk, Sue Stukey, Paul Hartmann. Staff were
recognized.

Results of the Board positions for two-year terms:

● Denise Bailey was nominated for a two-year term.
○ Denise Bailey was elected.

● Malcolm FitzPatrick was nominated for a two-year term.
○ Malcolm Fitzpatrick is not elected.

● Vic Guadagno was nominated for a two-year term.
○ Vic Guadagno was elected.

● Ansel Ploog was nominated for a two-year term.
○ Ansel Ploog was elected.

● Meredith Warner was nominated for a two-year term.
○ Meredith Warner was elected.

Officer positions

● Hugo Liepmann made a motion to elect officers: “I make a motion we elect the following officers
for the Board, Vic Guadagno for President, Ryan Kane for Vice President and Charlotte Root for
Financial Officer. And further, that the congregation authorize the Board to select from its
members, a Board Secretary at a date no later than September 1st, 2021.”

● Meredith Warner seconded.
● Discussion.
● Sarah Franklin: Wanted to say how exciting it is to have ongoing leadership of such high quality

and vision.
● Mary Alice Bisbee: Perhaps the secretary's position could be chosen by the Board or maybe it

could be shared by some of the members who are not currently officers.
● Vote was held.

Results:

● Vic Guadgagno for President
○ Elected

● Ryan Kane for Vice President
○ Elected

● Charlotte Root for Financial Officer
○ Elected

● Board given authority to determine Secretary

Steve Gold invited new business

● Mary Alice Bisbee shared more information in the chat about the proposed name change.
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● UNKNOWN PERSON: had a question about masks in church.
● Vic Guadagno acknowledged receipt of Mary Alice Bisbee’s request for a name change.
● Rev. Joan shared about her upcoming sabbatical and said the congregation can expect more

information about July, August, and September.

Steve Gold introduced Paul Hartmann to present on the Air Quality Project.

● Project description
● Why is this project so important?
● Visuals of the current and proposed systems
● How it will improve air quality in our building
● The stakes are high, and the payoff is absolutely huge

Paul Hartmann introduced Dan Groberg to go over the funding.

● Explanation of the Long Term Invested Fund and how the Bylaws determine its use
● Other limitations to the Long Term Invested Fund
● LTIF has performed well in recent years
● We can still maintain a very healthy long term endowment, even if we determine this is an

appropriate expenditure

Dan Groberg introduced Rev. Joan Javier-Duval.

Rev. Joan addressed the importance of the project as it intersects with our mission and Principles. She
acknowledged our desire to be together in our building. She announced some opportunities to learn
more about the project through listening sessions and a mailer.

The moderator, Steve Gold, declared the meeting adjourned.

Special Meeting Minutes - June 6, 2021
Unitarian Church of Montpelier

Virtual Meeting on Zoom

Vic Guadagno, UCM President of the Board, calls the meeting to order.

The meeting protocols are read.

Voting procedure is explained.

A quorum is confirmed.

Vic Guadagno made a motion to elect Ryan Kane as the moderator.

● Scott Hess seconded the motion.

● Ryan Kane was elected as moderator.

Ryan Kane explained the first order of business is to approve an agenda:

● Ryan Kane read the Agenda.
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● Scott Hess made a motion to approve the agenda.

● Jose Aguayo seconded.

● Agenda was passed by vote.

Reverend Joan Javier-Duval lit the chalice, led group reading of covenant & shared introductory words.

Ryan Kane announced the next item of business on agenda: presentation of air quality ventilation project

(Air Quality Project or AQP). Meredith Warner gave introductory remarks and introduced Barbara

Conrey. Barbara Conrey summarizes the Air Quality Project while slides are shared.

Scott Hess gave a brief presentation of the long term invested fund.

● It is a managed fund.

● There are professionals (The trust company of Vermont) managing the fund.

● take out 4% a year as Capital investment

● The balance as of the fund on the last day of April was $1,130,000

● Joan Javier-Duval explains that a church member has offered $125,000 towards this project. This

member wants to stay anonymous. This is not someone who's intimately involved with the

project in any way.

Jeanne Richardson made a motion that UCM shall proceed with a design and installation of an air quality

improvement ventilation system to be funded by the offered gift of $125,000 and use of up to 125,000 of

the long term invested funds for a total approved expenditure of up to $250,000.

● Lydia Busler seconded.

Ryan Kane opened up the floor for discussion:

● Cindy McCloud: Um, I just wanna, I tell you that I looked at the, um, video that you all prepared

in my leisure, and I thought it was so well done and it really answered all the questions that I had

and, um, I totally support the project and appreciate all the, uh, work you all have done on this.

So thank you.

● Bill Pelton: Okay. My first question, would, uh, renovation kick in a requirement to bring the

kitchen up to code and or is it possible to integrate ventilation with a hood and control cooking

humidity, assuming that no kitchen, addition or reconfiguration is happening for now, and as in

related to that, how is whole building as it is important for people's health and also for our

wonderful old organ? I'll start with that one. It's one of three if there's time.

● Barbara Conrey: Sure. I mean, I can address it. Um, that was a lot to unpack there, Bill. I'm still

kind of reeling from the totality of the question, but I think part of it was focused around the

kitchen. Um, if I recall, so, um, I, I think that this project would be to provide outdoor air supply

to the kitchen, but it would not be connected with the hood because as you know, the hood

situation is a whole different animal with grease and everything else. Yeah. But it would

definitely supply outdoor air to the kitchen. Does that answer your question?

● Bill Pelton: Um, uh, partly, uh, yes. Um, is, is the, uh, within this ventilation, um, is there a

separate component that controls humidity or is it integrated with the system? I'm, I'm just
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wondering how, uh, you know, sort of a target of 40 to 60% humidity would be maintained, um,

within this system.

● Barbara Conrey: That is a good question. And that's something that we would definitely need to

bring up with the engineers to make sure that that was maintained.

● Malcolm Fitzpatrick: I'd like to point out that the CK CX associates was hired as a consultant

through the ventilation needs of the building. They determined two alternatives. Hopefully

everyone has read their report, which I used for this presentation. They strongly recommend the

40,000 alternative, not the 250,000 alternative, not because it's one quarter of the cost, but

because it is a superior alternative, and it offers to be more effective. The 2 25, 200 50,000

alternative puts the HR vs the heat recovery ventilation units in the basement and attaches the

HR V to each of the furnaces to push the air up into respective areas. The 40,000 alter places,

the HRS adjacent to the area being served, either the sanctuary or the vestry, enabling the HR-V

to function independently or in conjunction with a furnace and the window of S remove 50% of

the air every hour and capture about 70% of the heat loss.  This is effective during the winter

months and results in about net 15% increase in the heating costs. The problem is in the winter,

it takes hours, perhaps as many as 10 hours to heat the sanctuary in this period of time, the HR

vs a are taking that hot air intended to heat the sanctuary and putting it outside and only park

recovering the heat loss. This means we are pumping hot air to the outside and wasting heat

with the HRB. They are independent of the furnace. The HRB can be on just before occupancy of

the sanctuary and run during the occupancy in short, the 40,000 project allows tighter control

over the HR vs thereby reducing heating costs more since the HR vs are attached to the furnace

and the 250,000 proposal, they need to run in order to have the furnace run in order to have

functioning HRS with the sanctuary. This means that we are using, we can only use the HRS in

sanctuary by running the furnace and the non on with months. This is a tough proposition

because we don't want to heat the sanctuary in the summer months, but we want ventilation.

Therefore we need HR vs, which can function independently of the furnace. This is not the

prospect of the proposal.

● Rocky Kelley : My question is about the, um, specifically about what we're voting for in the

proposals moving forward. So I understand that today's vote is to vote, to approve the use of

money in the long term funds. And I would love for some clarification about the decisions

moving forward about specifically, um, the different proposals, um, that Malcolm was referring

to. And probably also some of Bill's questions about, um, you just sort of thank you for your

patience. My question is what will happen after today's vote regarding these proposals and

congregational input?

● Ryan Kane: I'll just indicate that the motion was to proceed with the design and installation of

the project using up to $250,000 of church funds, uh, 125,000, which is coming through gift and

125,000, which up to is through the LTIF so the, the motion before the congregation is to

proceed with the design and the installation of the project. Uh, and now I'll turn it over to Scott

Hess to provide some additional information.

● Scott Hess: Briefly we're, we're gonna be exploring grants, um, potentially obviously accepting,

um, accepting donations from, uh, from church members or otherwise, so that, so we're asking

for a potential of $125,000 to be withdrawn. Um, but if we can, but if we do receive money from
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either of those two other avenues, then we will, don't need to take that much money out of the,

uh, long term investment fund. Thank you.

● Ryan Kane: Okay. I'll turn it over now to, um, Barbara, um, to indicate just a little more

explanation with regard to what the process will be for the expenditure of the money and what

the, uh, a little more detail as to what the design and installation of the system entails does that.

● Barbara Conrey: In terms of what, what would happen right next Rocky is that we would, um, go

out to engineers. We would select an engineer out of three, um, options and, um, work with that

engineer, giving them those criteria that we outlined during the slideshow and, um, look at all of

the pet potential, um, options. And, um, and basically I think, recommend an option. Um, I

believe it goes to the executive team. Could someone else speak about that? Maybe Claudia?

● Joan Javier-Duval: I was actually going to suggest that Vic, as president of the board speak to

next steps, the board would take in, um, forming a body to move forward with the project.

Should it be approved?

● Vic Guadagno: Thanks, Joan. We have the COVID task force in place. That's gotten us this far - to

take us into the exploration of the air quality and the effect that it has on our building if

approved our next step would be to form a similar body. And that's why we are reaching out to

you and we have qualified people within our congregation and we welcome all of you to be part

of that. And that would be a project management team that would again go through the

process, which is initially do the design - answer some of the questions we have and some of the

wonderful feedback we've been getting. And then I will point out that, what, what is an, an

important part of this project is everything has to be in line. You can't say let's do the design,

let's do stage two.  We're extracting all the air ducts and the air ducts provide our heat. So we

have to line up the vendors and we have to line up the materials. And that's why we're jumping

at this in trying to expedite the process so that we can make sure everything's done in time. We

can't do partial. Right. Um, so that's basically the next step would be assuming we vote yes on

this as we do, we form a team to serve as that project management team to work first with the

general contractors they'll work with the designers, and then they'll oversee the implementation

of the project.

● Barbara Thompson: I vote yes. On this motion, uh, does that, uh, let me back up, I think that

Malcolm has made a valid point, which I would like to see explored further before any decision

about, uh, what kind of air quality system is going to be up. But if I vote yes on this motion, as I

read it, it doesn't mean that we could not explore Malcolm's, uh, point of other options. I'd like a

clarification on that.

● Ryan Kane: I'll just answer the question I think, and then somebody, if I say it wrong, then I'll

have somebody step in at this point. Yeah. The voting is to proceed with the design of the

system, which is the first step. So we will be hiring an engineer as Barbara said, of one of several

options to design the system. And we will certainly take into account, uh, any of the issues raised

by Malcolm and to make sure that those professional engineers who design the system fully

understand as the slide pointed out all of the various considerations that are important to us,

including the historic nature of the building, the basement, uh, risk of flooding that were in the

flood zone, all of those things, the engineer will, will be, uh, made, be informed of all of that.

And we are gonna be relying on the engineer that's selected, uh, by that, uh, what Vic just
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described the board anticipates creating an oversight group for the Air Quality Project, uh, to

proceed with it. But there have been no design decisions. We're nowhere near the point of

committing to any particular design or any particular system at all at this point. And it will be, uh,

the engineering firms, uh, with consultation, with the church members of the group who will

make those decisions after the funds have been approved, but we cannot engage with those, uh,

professionals until we've approved the funding to do so. And as Vic pointed out due to timing

constraints, we can't do to prove the funding, to do the engineering, uh, without putting the

entire project at risk by delaying it, um, and not having the additional funds to go forward with

the, uh, installation of the project, anybody from the team, uh, any additional thoughts, seeing

some head nos. Meredith?

● Meredith Warner: We don't have a design, this is a concept of an idea of what we need to do.

We have parameters we can provide the designer and engineers, those take into account, you

know, everything that Ryan listed, including BFF. Um, I think that's important to note that that's

part of what's guiding these decisions.

● Bob Hawk:  Barbara Thompson and, and, uh, Meredith just kind of answered my question. I

thought, um, Malcolm raised, uh, an interesting question and, um, I'm pleased to hear that, um,

no direct plan either that ducts, uh, connected to the heaters or to the, um, upstairs. I'm not

familiar with all the terminology, but I'm glad to hear that, um, that, uh, avenue will be also

explored. Thank you.

● Jeremy Beaudry: I do have a specific question that kind of pinged for me and what Vic said about

project management. Before I ask that I just wanna express my gratitude and trust and

confidence to all the wonderful people who have been working so hard on this, um, and leading

on this, um, and it's with that trust and confidence that I really do support this endeavor moving

forward, um, support, you know, releasing these funds to do this, this work, to get us all back

together. Um, my question about project management maybe is a little bit premature, but Vic

did kind of talk through that, that process moving forward, um, given the enormity of this

project and the expedition of it, um, to get us going pretty quickly, if it's approved. I wonder if

there is an opportunity to put some of these resources to a dedicated project management role,

whether that's, um, someone who's already on staff may be increasing their hours. Um, I'm think

we're gonna be hiring for a new Sexton role. Um, perhaps that is the appropriate staff position

that could be dedicated in some capacity to the project management piece. Um, but it just

seems volunteer. Project management can be a really difficult, um, and overwhelming endeavor,

especially by committee. Um, and so I just wonder if there are some interesting ways we could

think about project management given all the pressures of time to get this done.

● Ryan Kane: There was a question in the chat, um, From Diana Chase, can someone say more

about why this is necessary in terms of COVID as opposed to general air quality conforming with

code and debating asbestos, um, perhaps Scott Hess on behalf of the COVID task force, or you

can point to maybe who from the task force could speak, answer that.

● Scott Hess: Yeah, we, we certainly highlighted in our phase one and phase two, um, our

reopening, um, specific questions to that are more about the air quality, either Alan, Paul or

Barbara, um, would be best for that, but we certainly highlighted, um, from a singing

perspective, um, and from spacing, um, how integral and, um, and how necessary this is, but the
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actual, um, technical aspect, one of the three of them may, um, be able to answer that better.

Thank you.

● Barbara Conrey: Well, if I, if I understand Diana's question, um, she outlined three of the, the

issues that we do have, but how it directly to COVID is just getting ventilation into the building,

which we don't currently have. Um, so the value, uh, as they've determined, as we've gone

through the COVID pandemic, is that it's critical to get good ventilation in a building in order to

mitigate COVID or any future pandemics. So I hope that answers your question.

● Ryan Kane: And Diana. If you look at on the website - at the COVID taskforce page, there's the,

um, kind of phase reopening guidance that, that task force, which includes members of the

property committee, uh, people who work in the healthcare field and have expertise in, in

healthcare. Um, it was a, it was a well formed group of a bunch of different interests and, and

they did recommend that, um, that prior to full in person, uh, you know, 250 people in the

sanctuary as we typically would have on our bigger, uh, you know, uh, congregational days, um,

that there’s improved ventilation. So that  was part of, um, the recommendations of that task

force.

● Peter Thoms: Well, thank you, Ryan. And just like to echo what Jeremy said about the

remarkable commitment of people for this project. One question I have is, we've heard a good

deal about the new system as it relates to the two furnaces and the spaces that are heated by

them. What are the elements that would focus on the additional spaces upstairs and down?

● Barbara Conrey: Um, yes, Peter, thanks for asking about that. We do kind of tend to ignore that,

but, um, because that the addition currently does not have an air system, um, we would be

providing, uh, independent units that might serve, might be located in an addition, say to serve

the children's chapel and the nursery, um, or to, to serve the fireplace room or the kitchen. So

they would be independent of the main system if that answers your question.

● Rhoda Chickering: I think I understand our vote today and I, but I just wanna get clarification on

it in terms of, um, Malcolm's reading of the engineers report. Um, if we vote. Yes. Um, my

understanding was that we were going to spend $40,000 for someone to do a design. Now that

was the design for the $250,000 project. Um, isn't it, am I correct on that? Cause it doesn't seem

like you would be spending $40,000 to have somebody design a $40,000, um, correction. So I

just want clarification on, um, whether, uh, Malcolm's suggestions are going to be, uh,

thoroughly looked into before a decision on hiring an engineer to design a system is put in place.

● Barbara Conrey: Um, yeah, Rhoda. So the, absolutely that consideration would be taken into

account. I mean, that particular design would be part of the consideration and the $40,000 for

design is to 40,000, but regardless, the system needs to be designed carefully as, as other people

have pointed out. And so, uh, this would be a much more integrated system than just putting in,

you know, the H HR V units, um, which was suggested, um, the engineer was very clear that a full

engineering, um, plan should be developed. And that's really what we need to do first. And in

that process, we'll evaluate all the options.

● Ryan Kane: And the vote is to approve the total expenditure of up to $250,000. So that $40,000

of design work is included in the total $250,000 cost. It's not $40,000 to design a $250,000

project. It's a total project design and installation, all of it, um, up to 250,000. Hugo, who is next?
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● UNKNOWN SPEAKER: Thank you. Uh, well again, I, I wanna thank everyone that's worked on this,

obviously worked really hard and thought about it a lot. I think maybe the, it sounds from the

questioning is that a yes vote basically is to you're saying is to allow to 250, because that is at the

moment to the maximum budgeted amount that sort of fictitious, I mean, you don't have any

bids, but that's, it could be 40, right. It could be 60, it could be 80, or it could be 150 or it could

be 250. Am I correct?

● Ryan Kane: Yeah. So I think that's right. The kind of rough estimates that we have are that the

whole system is anticipated, the whole system could be up to 250 for the entire thing. It may be

less, there's also a chance that it could be more, I mean, I think the group that's looked into it,

uh, feels like that's a reasonable budget for the project and we all anticipate that we'll be able to

stay within that. But, um, Yeah, but that's, that's correct. It could, it could end up being less

certainly than, uh, the $250,000 total.

● Alan Clark: Okay. Just a couple of quick things, uh, Jeremy had asked about project management

and in fact, the $40,000, uh, planning fortune includes some project management and

evaluation of the system when it's all installed. So, so yeah, we’ve done a lot of, all of us who

have worked on COVID have done a lot of stuff and, and you're right. We need somebody

professional. And that's what we're expecting. Uh, the second in terms of Diana, um, um, I didn't

think we gave her a complete answer. And for me, it's a science related to the mutation of the

virus. And you read around the world, you know, two viruses are combining and becoming

another mutant and so on and so forth. Um, and, and I think that's an important reason why we

have to go forward with managing the virus and the aerosols, not just, um, the carbon dioxide

and the asbestos and some other things that we have issues with. Thank you.

● Julianna Plummer:I think you have reassured me on this already, but I just, my, my brain, uh, got,

got, uh, stuck on the idea of humidity in the organ. And, uh, I, I wanted to be sure that, um, that

emphasis will be put on things having to do with the organ and with humidity, um, as, as we go

forward.

● Ryan Kane: Okay. I'm seeing a thumbs up from, uh, Barbara. Um, and so I think, yeah, that

certainly will be along with every other sort of historic important part of our building. We will

certainly make sure that the engineers is aware of the humidity constraints, uh, to maintaining,

protecting the organ.

● Vicky Viens: Um, quick background. I was involved in setting up all the solid waste districts and

their facilities. Um, $40,000. The concept not we paid for was just to give them people a range.

You gotta think about where they started. No idea, you know, maybe some of 'em were

professionals, a little bit of idea. So the concept was to give them the range, and that was the 40

to 250,000. Um, there's no design out and people get design and concept confused. Um, the,

and basically 40,000 to hire a consultant to do, um, to really look at all the air quality. I mean, it's

been done a little bit, but to, to, you know, go more on that and, and to design with all those

things in mind, um, that they've shown you is, is really not a lot of money. And, and now that

we've learned that at, that includes a little bit of project oversight and making sure the system is

acting properly at the end, you sometimes pay $40,000 to engineers to oversee the design and

the management for a $40,000 project that can happen.  So the first thing, you know, everybody

should have clear is they do not have a design set. Um, they're open to all designs. The question
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in, you know, my heart and other part is, are we going to have the right people? I mean, it's a

little hard to not be able to get in. And, and I'm, I assume they're going to let people give

feedback, but it's a little hard not to have a whole annual meeting and all that to make a decision

on the final design. So, you know, that's, I think one of the things that's making people a little

afraid. So we gotta decide whether, you know, to get this done quickly, which is what they're

trying to do is, um, we have the right people who are, you know, looking at that and managing it

and, you know, with feedback and everything. And I think these people have done an excellent

job. So I'm personally willing to give them a vote of confidence, which is basically what's going

on today to proceed on this with due speed so that we can get back in the building as soon as

possible. Thank you.

● Tina Ruth: Yes. Thank you. I had to get that. I thank you all for your hard work as well. I also hope

that all of the suggestions that have been made that have received support from others, be

added to the list of be really physically added to the list so that when we see what list goes out

to the people, I hope you're gonna report on that and let us know what you're asking the the

engineers to do that, that, that all those considerations will be added. And to that list, the things

that Malcolm has suggested that have gotten a lot of support today, um, are, um, acoustics and

the exact and figuring out the, the exact places where the HRVs would be placed. Um, because

that's crucial. I think I'm not an engineer, but from what I've been reading, it's crucial exactly

where they're placed as to how, how well they function. So I think those things have to be

included too, and acoustics are really important. We have the best place in town for music. We

don't wanna lose that if we do, we'll lose a lot of rental income. Thank you.

● Scott Hess: Ryan, just really quickly, Vic has already brought that up and has brought that up in,

in committees that the acoustics are crucial. And, and that's all part of the hope, the, the

discussion.

● Ryan Kane: Thank you so much. And we will certainly focus once the, like, as Vic indicated, the

next step will be to form, uh, like a new and informed group to kind of oversee this project. And

we'll make sure that they are, um, tasked with communicating. Part of the charge to that group

will be actively and regularly communicating with the congregation with regard to gaining input

on any future decisions and informing the congregation of every communication that goes out to

whoever was ultimately hired. So thank you so much for that. That's a really important

comment.

● Paul Hartmann: Called the question.

● Malcolm Fitzpatrick: That is so obnoxious.

● Ryan Kane: Geez. You're unmuted, Malcolm.

● Joan Javier-Duval: Malcolm. You were not muted when you made that comment.

● Barbara Thompson: Seconded.

Ryan Kane called for a vote on calling the question. Calling the question was approved.

Ryan Kane: We will now proceed to vote on the motion to proceed with the design and installation of the

air quality ventilation system to be funded by the offered gift of $125,000. And the use of up to $125,000

of the long invest funds for total approved expenditure of up to $250,000. Uh, we do need a two thirds
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vote. And so we will now vote all those in favor of the motion, please. So indicate by raising your hand in

your screen by raising your hand through zoom, Please. Uh, do you remember that only active members

of the church are permitted to vote?

● 65 in favor.

● 5 opposed.

● 1 abstention.

● Motion is passed.

Ryan Kane introduces Vic Guadagno to speak on the audio and visual technological upgrades (A/V

Project).

Vic Guadagno thanked Bill Payne, Beth Damon, Bryce Douglas, Kenric Kite, and Paul Olson as past and

present members of the tech team.

● Vic Guadagno explains the A/V upgrade project as slides are shared.

● Joan Javier-Duval acknowledges how this technology creates ways of worshiping together. Shares

that a church member has offered a gift of $25,000 toward the A/V upgrade project.

● Scott Hess shares more information on the funding needed for the A/V Project.

● Ryan Kane clarifies that any unbudgeted expenditure over $5,000 needs to be voted on by the

congregation.

Jeanne Richarson made a motion to authorize $9,192.23 in the FY21 general fund budget toward the A/V

upgrade project.

● Paul Hartmann seconded.

Ryan Kane opened the floor for discussion of the motion:

● Judith Hinds: I'm just looking for clarification on the motion. I don't understand why the word

additional is in the motion. My understanding is that the money is already in this year's budget.

And what we're doing is authorizing moving it from this year to next year so that it can be used.

● Joan Javier-Duval: The motion is simply to spend the money in this year's general fund, because

that additional 1% withdrawal was approved in this current year's FY 21 general fund budget.

And so the motion is now to spend that before June 30th in this current church year fiscal year,

just that, that one piece of the, um, income coming in from the LTIF, um, which has not yet been

withdrawn, we were holding off on withdrawing. Um, but we will plan to withdraw and then

spend it on the AV project if approved.

● Bill Pelton: Um, I'm so grateful that everyone is working so hard on this. I absolutely agree that

audio is very critical and I would also like to propose, um, everybody's been doing a great job of

being, uh, well lit, um, during services and so forth. Um, going forward for a variety of events

that may take place after dark and not have the benefit of daylight. I'm hoping that whoever's on

the AV committee will also address, um, supplemental lighting, you moving towards theatrical

lighting, perhaps even, um, instruments, that kind of thing for, um, whatever spaces might seem

appropriate, including possibly the vestry as well as the sanctuary. So that's just my comment

and request.
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● Tina Ruth: Hi, this one seems to be a no brainer to me. I call the question.

● Sandal Cate: Second.

● Ryan Kane calls for a vote on calling the question. Calling the question approved.

Ryan Kane called for a vote on the motion.  Motion was approved.

Jeanne Richardson: I move that UCM shall amend the FY 22 capital fund budget adding $25,000 in

income and $25,000 in AV upgrade expenses.

● Jose Aguayo seconded.

Discussion on the motion:

● Some clarification was given on the motion and numbers.

● No further discussion.

Ryan Kane called the vote on the motion.

● Motion passed unanimously.

Ryan Kane explained that the Governing Board will be creating a committee to oversee the approved

projects.

Joan Javier-Duval shared her appreciation for everyone for participating in the meeting and her gratitude

to the donors who have offered financial contributions toward these projects.

Ryan Kane made a motion to adjourn the meeting. Dawn Evans seconded and adjournment is approved

by vote.

Special Meeting Minutes - February 13, 2022
Unitarian Church of Montpelier

Virtual Meeting on Zoom

Vic Guadagno, UCM President of the Board, called the meeting to order and introduced the two topics to

be addressed at this Special Meeting.

Rev. Joan led those present at the meeting in a recitation of the Congregational Covenant.

The meeting protocols were read.

Voting procedure was explained.

Vic Guadagno made a motion to elect Ryan Kane as the moderator.

Ansel Ploog  seconded the motion.

A quorum was confirmed.
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The motion and second were restated.

Ryan Kane was elected Moderator of the meeting .

Ryan Kane introduced the first item of business on the agenda: Whether to adopt the Eighth Principle.

Ryan Kane introduced Meredith Warner on behalf of the Racial Justice Group for an overview of the

proposal.

Meredith Warner gave a brief presentation on the Eighth Principle.

● It reads journey towards spiritual wholeness by working to build a diverse multicultural

beloved community by our actions that accountability dismantle racism and other

oppressions in ourselves and our institutions.

● Unitarian Universalism is a dynamic living faith of growth and change are acknowledged

and expected within our faith tradition.

● The last substantive changes were made in the mid 1980s, our Principles are not meant

to be static as they grow and our and our as our understanding grows our Principles can

grow as well, and changes in the Principles can come from the UUA and filter down to

the congregation's but they can also be grassroots movements with congregations acting

first and supporting the UUA.

● This is one of these examples where this grassroots movement for the Eighth Principle.

● 152 member congregations have adopted the Eighth Principle. If we adopted we would

be the 153rd.

● The Eighth Principle is part of the article to study commissioned so that means that the

denomination is also looking at it to pass it in future years.

● A map was displayed of the existing congregations in the lower 48 who have adopted

the Eighth Principle.

● Why would we add a new Principle? So our Principles are here to guide our actions and

our priorities and encourage us to affirm and promote core values and our current

Principles Do not call us to explicitly take action to address racism and other

oppressions.

● The Eighth Principle is really to support us to renew our commitment to this work to

hold ourselves accountable and to fulfill the potential of these existing front seven

Principles that already exist.

● Some folks really love the intent of the Eighth Principle, but feel the way it's written just

doesn't work for them. And we are asked, as part of this grassroots movement to pass

the Eighth Principle, as it's written. And we're asked to do that so that consistency across

the denomination, all the dots on that map of all past have the same wording and so

today as part of our process we will ask that the Principle be passed without being

amended so it's an upper down vote.

● I think it's hard to understand what it really means to pass the Principle and the Racial

Justice Group we talk a lot about passage, the adoption of the Eighth Principle as a

beginning, a beginning, or our congregation to really live into this work.
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● Looking inward of how adopting the Eighth Principle would change what actually

happens at UCM: It would mean really using the lens of the Eighth Principle, the lens of

anti racism and anti oppression, to look at our ministries, our church governance and

also the culture of our church.

● Looking outwardly to our community it really would invite us to look through the lens of

anti racism anti oppression at our partnerships, the ways in which we engage

community, our service work and our activism.

● A slide is presented showing how our Principles would appear where we choose to

adopt the Eighth Principle, added at the bottom below interdependent web of life and

existed, which is the last Principle that was added.

● A slide is presented showing the way the Principles are shared with young people in our

congregation.

● So finally, the question before us, is will members of the Unitarian Unitarian Church of

Montpelier, a Unitarian Universalist congregation, agree to adopt the Eighth Principle of

journey towards spiritual wholeness, by working to build a diverse multicultural beloved

community by our actions that accountability dismantle racism and other expressions in

ourselves, and in our institutions.

Ryan Kane asked for a motion to adopt the Eighth Principle.

● Lydia Bussler made the motion.

● Barbara Thompson seconded the motion.

Ryan Kane opened the floor to discuss the pending motion.

● Sarah Franklin: indicates support for the motion “with [her] whole heart,” and the hope

that UCM becomes the 153rd congregation who support this Principle, which is the right

Principle for this time.

● Tina Ruth: I strongly urge that passage of the Principle. And I think we should do it

without regard to this specific language, because we are in favor of working in this way

to be to try to not discriminate in any way racially or any other oppression.The language

will be worked out at a UUA General Assembly anyway, so the language is really

unimportant, it's the Principle is the Principle. So I strongly urge support.

● Jacqueline Denison: expresses wholehearted belief that everyone is coming to this with

good intentions. Shares perspective as the daughter of Columbia and Mexican

immigrants who faced everything that comes with that. Expresses an objection to

adoption of the Eighth Principle based on lack of process and a lack of engagement with

the best arguments against the Eighth Principle. Expressed that dissenting opinions were

not presented in a genuine way rather that any argument against the Eighth Principle

must be white supremacy. Expresses uncertainty whether the Eighth Principle wasn’t too

broad so as to include things like hard work is a white supremacy value, or that white

people are guilty of what sounds too much like original sin, or that anyone who

questions or objects to this must be guilty of white fragility and leaves no room for the
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kind of search for truth and meaning already ingrained in our faith. Expresses

uncertainty as to what will become of those in the congregation who are more

traditional in their values, or into it. Expresses again that everyone is coming to this with

good intentions but a worry about the implications that hide in obscurity, that I have

seen and that we are not engaging as much as possible, which is of course difficult to do

without having seen people's face in two years.

● Joel Dennison: Expresses opposition to the motion. Asks folks to think about someone

they know who's struggling, somebody actually known, someone seen begging on the

street, asking for help with bills. Suggests that passing the Eighth Principle involves

raising one category of struggle above every other category, a category that, in all

likelihood, just by demographics is not applying to them, it's skin color. Expresses

support for making the Principles more inclusive by changing mankind to humanity.

Expresses support for adding nuance by altering “supreme worth of every person” to

“inherent worth.” Expresses support for removing language that excludes nonbelievers

such as the word God. Shares that these are real historical examples of changes that

were made to UU Principles. Expresses that the Eighth Principle raises one issue of every

other possible issue, including those which do plague our beloved community. Asks, Do

we want to get into the business of comparing oppressions? Shared belief that doing so

does not unify us and is not universal. Encourages those who believe that UCM is not

doing enough for racial justice to get involved. Expresses support for racial justice.

Shares that it's really easy to support an issue that barely touches your community.

Expresses difficulty in not being able to have in person face to face conversations and

that other issues are more important presently.

● Sandal Cate: Asks whether our church will have some way to structure meaningful

discussion about how to make the Eighth Principle work. Asks how, in addition to the

racial justice group,  we can reach out more to everyone in the church, if we should

adopt this. Asks whether our church would connect across the country because we

certainly have a different composition of backgrounds here in Vermont than many other

churches would, and whether there are really good ideas or good actions or good

methods for incorporating this Principle into our community.

● Meredith Warner: Answers Sanda’s questions. The racial justice group who has brought

the Principle forward doesn't have a plan yet for how to then implement the Principle

and so I would encourage anyone who wants to get involved with implementation if we

adopt to come to a racial justice meeting. Encourages any who are interested to think

about how we live into it and that means how we reach out to different groups and

committees and task forces and how the world looks at governance in the coming

months. As for connecting nationwide there is an existing Eighth Principle Learning

Community that is run by Paul Cole Jones, who is one of the co-writers of the Eighth

Principle. Those meetings happen monthly, and anyone is available to join them to listen

in to how other congregations that have adopted or are living into this Principle, and so

far the meetings attended have been really useful in learning how other congregations

are moving forward and connecting across congregations.
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● Sasha Thayer: Expresses support for the proposal and the belief that it is long overdue.

Expresses belief that approving the Principle does not in any way diminish other

concerns, the same way that saying Black Lives Matter does not mean a diminishment of

concerns about other people. Expresses belief that the Eighth Principles is about

affirming that we have had institutional racism whether it's here in Vermont, or whether

it's elsewhere. Shares a story about a black person who was discriminated against.

Shares belief that adoption of the Principle does not  mean that white people are

beating ourselves up, but  what we are saying is we need to address this, it still is not

resolved. Shared belief that adopting the Principle is not about guilt,  it is simply saying,

as human beings, we need to be addressing racism and oppression. Indicates support for

the motion, that its adoption is overdue, and appreciation for it being brought forward.

● Barbara Thompson: Speaks to personally why this is important and why she supports the

motion. Shares perspective as a 81 year old born in Illinois, the land of Lincoln. Shares

her personal commitment to try to be an unprejudiced person and unbiased person and

someone who journeys towards spiritual wholeness. Shares desire to see the

congregation take significant steps to dismantle the racism which is systemic in our

country, and which has been systemic since slavery in 1619.

● Lydia Butler: Expresses belief that policies need to be succinct as Principles and policies

speak for us and express what we stand for. Shared initial support for the Eighth

Principle regardless of the language, but reflects that adopting the Principle does bind

us. Expresses belief that there are good intentions in every one of us, this is why we are

here. But the more words that are in a policy, the more that that policy gets gets binding

and not open toward what it is we believe we have to be careful that the words are not

getting exclusive because we are an inclusive community, we welcome all on everyone's

spiritual journey, and that as an inclusive community we so desperately want to not

oppress anyone. Expresses wish to move this forward, so that we could discuss it.

Expresses appreciation for others who have asked who may be excluded by the language

of the policy and a strong desire to not exclude anyone. Suggests all should consider very

carefully the language of the policy.

● Norma Raymond: Expresses concern about adding to the Principles every few years

because of a feeling that something was left out. Shares belief that our first seven

Principles really cover everything addressed by the proposed Eighth Principle.

● Kathy Johnson: Recognizes the history of our country as having a legal system built on

treating people of color differently than others for three hundred and fifty something of

the four hundred or so years since 1619. Recognizes the historical foundation of white

supremacy. Expresses belief that it is time to change that foundation and to be anti racist

but that often it is difficult to know what to do. States that black leaders have crafted an

Eighth Principle, with others, asked the UU congregations to vote it in. States that this is

one action or many to be anti-racist and create a beloved multicultural community that

we say we want. Expresses strong support for the Eighth Principle and disagrees that this

is not a problem facing our community, that as a predominantly white community many
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of us have been taught that racism and white supremacy are not problems we face, but

they are and we need to address them.

● Charlotte Root: Encourages everyone here to understand the details and implications of

the walkout that happened in 68 as that moment is so important to understand that we

only recently have started to live into our mission of empowering each and every

member of our community which is not just here in this town. Expresses belief that our

community is all of us, and that this proposal is part of that journey of our faith towards

empowering all groups which we started in 67 and which we fully defaulted on, and we

should be incredibly embarrassed. Shares that the UCM Governing Board has been

engaging in a book everyone is recommended to read, Widening the Circle of Concern.

Expressees support because it's our responsibility to journey towards truth, justice and

wholeness, for each and every member of our worldwide community, and that part of

that means centering the voices of the disenfranchised. That means following them,

because they have said that they are strong and they have said it for a long time.

Expresses that it's our responsibility to listen to this proposal, not because we agree or

disagree with it but because we are centering in order to live into our beloved

community.

● Ginny Sassaman: Expressed 100% support for adopting this Principle. Expressed

motivation is similar to those already expressed and a desire to raise a hand to thank

those who have spoken against the Principle, because doing so is courageous. Expressed

gratitude for the spirit of our loving community where everybody can share what their

thoughts are regardless of what those thoughts are.

● Becky Webber: Expresses support the adoption of the Eighth Principle. Expresses

sympathy for those who have said it is included in other Principles, and that  in an ideal

world, the inherent worth and dignity of every person should mean we fight racism and

oppression. States that Principle alone does not  mean that because, in part, people of

color who are bringing this forth in our community are saying that it doesn't. And I think

there's also something just really beautiful about the Principles being short, and

beautiful, but not to make an aesthetic to it that feels like an aesthetic choice when we

were talking about putting up the Black Lives Matter flag a few years ago. Shares that

somebody said in one of our conversations what about when the next thing comes

along, such as anti Asian hate crime happening right now. So I think it is real to say

maybe they'll be a ninth Principle and tenth Principle. Expresses that response was well

we'll buy a bigger flagpole. Shares that we can't not address issues of concern to people

in our community and recognize their values that are not already inherent in our

Principles just because it's not pretty. Slavery and racism and oppression and genocide

and all sorts of things that are bad. Shares that aesthetically maybe just saying inherent

worth of all humans to be enough but that it is not.

● Denise Bailey: Expresses love and gratitude for our congregation because we are willing

to talk about this issue respectfully. Shares that no one expressed that anyone against

adopting the Eighth Principle is automatically a white supremacist. Expresses that loving

discussion has occurred and the hope that it will continue. Shares belief that racism does
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exist, and that as a Unitarian there is an obligation to do things in order to eradicate

injustice and racism. States support for the motion.

● Paul Ohlson: Shares the belief expressed before that beyond adoption the Eighth

Principle we must take action. Shares that it is not enough to pass this and think we've

done something, because while we've done something but not much. Expresses support

for the motion and intent to vote yes, but not to walk away afterwards but rather to

start attending the racial justice meetings. Shared the belief that we cannot change the

world unless we change ourselves, and pledges and encouraged others to ask the

question of yourself of what more will I do to make it happen right here in Montpelier in

Vermont.

Paul Ohlson moved to call the question.

Priscilla Fox (and others) seconded.

The motion to call the question was approved.

The motion was voted on and approved, with the overwhelming majority for, four against, and one

abstention. (UCM’s Racial Justice Group members in attendance recorded the following voting results:

115 in favor; 5 against; 1 abstention)

Ryan Kane introduced the second item on the agenda which is a question regarding the budget for the

Air Quality Project. Ryan Kane introduced Scott Hess to provide an overview of the request.

● Scott Hess is a member of the Air Quality Project team and is representing them right

now and is also co-chair with Dan Groberg of the finance committee.

● Shares five brief slides. I'll give a little bit of background and then we'll have the entire

Air Quality Team on board here, so thank you once again sorry for the technical.

● Basically we have two themes: generosity and clarity. We're really in such a wonderful

financial position, both in the church. And in our invested funds, and the generosity,

from our members. And we're coming back to you now with another request for some

extra funds, and I'll get into that in the clarity, but still with the generosity, we have two

more generous congregants,offering  $20,000 and $30,000 toward this project.

● This is our current status. Thomas mechanical has been hired as our contractor, David

Slade has been working with us as our engineer, and the construction is about ready to

start next week. We asked for you $250,000. Needless to say, we've had rising costs.

Inflation, supply chain issues that you all know about.

● We come up against things that we could not have anticipated. The design changes that

we're facing: Montpelier will not allow a new boiler to be put into the basement because

the basement is below the floodplain. Location of energy recovery ventilation systems

had to be changed. Equipment lead times and costs have gone up more than expected.

Subcontractors are in high demand.

● Budget was presented, with the original project approval of $250,000 and then

additional donations of $50,000 and the proposal for an additional 20% contingency of

$48,000 from the Long Term Invested Fund.
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● Project oversight is explained, Claudia Clark has been working on keeping the

spreadsheets up to date. Allan Clark, Barbara Conrey and Kris Hammer have scrubbed all

these numbers and have gone over every penny, the Air Quality Committee reviews,

then from there it goes to the ET. And then to Sam. Dan Groberg, as the co-chair of the

Finance Committee is also kept up to date.

● The question as warned is Shall UCM allocate recent donations of $50,000, and $58,000

(20% Contingency – TO BE USED ONLY IF NEEDED) from the Long Term Invested Fund, to

meet the increased estimates for our Air Quality Project?

Ryan Kane stated that the question that was warned in the minutes is shown.

Vic Guadagno: explains there is an error and Scott just explained it in good detail.

Vic Guadagno moved to modify the question to change $58,000 to $48,000.

Dawn Evans seconded the motion.

Ryan Kane opened discussion on the motion.

No one wished to discuss the motion.

The motion passed.

Judith Hinds moved to approve the motion as amended: Shall UCM allocate recent donations of $50,000,

and $48,000 (20% Contingency – TO BE USED ONLY IF NEEDED) from the Long Term Invested Fund, to

meet the increased estimates for our Air Quality Project?

Lydia Butler seconded the motion.

Ryan Kane opens the motion for discussion.

● Joel Denison: I'm voting for this. I'm a hundred percent for it. I wish that I only had more

opportunities to vote to enable people to come into the building. I will always vote yes

on getting people back in the building. That's all I got.

● Bill Pelton: Thank you very much. I've been a little bit out of the loop on this. I'm

wondering if this budget includes the modification or installation of new boilers, if the

heating improvements are included in the Air Quality Project.

● Scott Hess: Yes, that's why we had this we're asking for the extra money. And please I'm

unveiling more the finance and the task for stuff but if anybody else please, please jump

in on the technical. But yes,

● Alan Clark: With respect to the new heating boiler system we have two furnaces in the

basement that will not be able to be used and we have a place, basically in the storage

closet outside the kitchen to put a furnace. We have worked incredibly hard trying to get

the fine tuned to save every inch of the first floor when we put it in.

● Fran: Expresses support because it's very important that we move towards things that

we would have had to consider anyway if we did capital improvements beyond this

which was the plan pre pandemic. And I think it's very important to move towards things

that are out of the floodwaters and so I appreciate the city, forcing us to do this, and

doing it more efficiently.
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● Scott Hess: Shares that all things are being done with the potential to have them

integrated with the Building For the Future plans so that we don't have to do things over

again to integrate any of those things

● Sandal Cate: Shares slight concern that doesn't affect the financing, but the more the

timing. Asks whether there will be opportunities for in person services in the sanctuary

and whether construction activity will impact any possibility for in person gathering in

the sanctuary due to dust, equipment, etc. Notes that Cindy McLoud also noted in the

chat a similar question.

● Allen Clark and Kris Hammer: Shares that there definitely could be a possibility to open

up the sanctuary. I think we want to do a little more work with the existing furnaces if

we're going to do that. So we have a better filtration system for that existing air system.

States that there's definitely going to be a period of time when the sanctuary is not

going to be available but that conceivably we could open in March and then maybe be

open for a month or two and then after close again but. Shares that the system is

unlikely to be fully functional until sometime this summer.

● Reverend Joan: Our hope is to allow for some limited attendance in person in the

sanctuary contingent upon what's happening with construction. My understanding

though is that most of the most the rest of the building will be greatly affected and so

we're not planning to offer coffee hour or any kind of kids program or nursery care

because none of those spaces, will be available until the whole projects complete, but I

remain hopeful that at least the sanctuary will would be available for some in person,

attendance and as Chris said if we need to shift our plans we've gotten used to doing

that over the last couple of years and we'll do that as necessary.

● Malcolm Fitzpatrick: Shares he is not against the motion to add that money. Expresses

concern  about having lots of questions and very few answers. Asks about the boiler

below the organ giving off heat right and concern for the organ drying out. Expresses

concern for continued reliance on fossil fuels and not addressing climate change.

Expresses support for installation of heat pumps. States an offer to donate money for

heat pumps. Expresses the need for a comprehensive plan and concerns about not

funding for expertise required for such a plan. Expresses that the current approach may

be disastrous in the end. Asks that we take a pause in this whole effort and have a full

and continuing discussion. Expresses that there shouldn't be anybody who ends a

discussion when others still have questions if we're in a democratic church, we need

everybody to participate to the fullest extent and get the best answers, after multiple

discussion. Expresses that calling the question is undemocratic and should not be

allowed. Expresses desire for an open and fair discussion of what is happening in this

church, so that we can all participate and get our answers, and make sure we're on the

right journey to opening the church again.

● Scott Hess: Expresses lots of gratitude to Malcolm for his offered donation and that the

Air Quality Project team is in constant contact with Malcolm about this proposal. David

Slade our engineer is working full time with Allen and Chris and Barbara on trying to

figure out the integration of heat pumps in the sanctuary into the system. Expresses that
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we do not want to delay the entire project to find out exactly what is needed extra

power needs and mechanical. States that the group is investigating it quite extensively.

● Allen Clark: Adds that the group is trying to figure out what the possibilities are for heat

pumps, but that whatever heat pumps may be appropriate we still need the new boiler

now. The heat pump part we can do later on as we develop additional plans.

No one wished to offer further discussion on the motion.

The vote was held. The motion passed nearly unanimously with zero votes against and a single

abstention.

The meeting was adjourned.
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UCM Pledge Recognition (FY23)
Thank you to everyone who has made a financial pledge for the coming church year!

Pledgers (* indicates Fair Share contributors)

David Abbott, Ted Allen, Sally Armstrong*, Denise Bailey, Elaine Ball*, Marsha Bancroft*, Brenda Bean*,

Christine & John Beling*, Woody Belt & Jennifer Payne, Elizabeth Benjamin*, Mary Alice Bisbee*,

Margaret Blanchard*, Jason Boyd*, John & Linda Lu Burciaga, Pamela & Ronald Cameron, Gerry Carlson,

Pat Carstensen, Kathleen Casserly, Sandal & Paul Cate*, Diana Chace, Rhoda Chickering & Rob Chickering,

Sam Clark, Barbara Conrey*, Julie & Paul Curtin, Beth Damon, Rebecca Davin, Bill Doelger & Linda

Normandeau, Kiley & Kim Donlan-Kite*, Bryce Douglass*, Ellen Doyle*, Darragh Ellerson, Dawn Evans*,

Nancy Innis Ewins, Stephen Finner*, Priscilla Fox*, Sarah Franklin*, Danette Fuller*, Kirk Gardner, Paula

Gills*, Kristin Glaser*, Steven Gold & Irina Markova*, Dan & Mary Margaret Groberg, Cathy Hartshorn &

Trevor Whipple*, Bob Hawk, Scott Hess & Amy Willis, Judith Hinds*, Eliza Homick*, Virginia Humphreys*,

Joan Javier-Duval & Jared Duval, Kathy Johnson, Ryan & Kristina Kane*, Kenric Kite*, Susan & Barry
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Koch*, Fran Krushenick*, Hugo Liepmann, Beth Locker, Joe Loga, Gary & Betty Lord, Carole MacIntyre &

Tom Schersten, Cassandra Madison*, Lise Markus, Tamara L Marteney*, Jen Matthews & Bill

Neuburger*, Lucinda McCloud*, Elaine & Robert McIntyre*, Kristina & Jack McGinnis, Betty McKinnell,

Joanna Meyer*, Phillip Morse*, Ann Moulton*, Danner & Marianne Mullen*, Tina Muncy*, Ireve

Nightingale Nettler*, Johanna Nichols*, Cameron O'Connor, Eric Oberg, Paul & Mary Jane Ohlson, Jane

Osgatharp*, Leslie Parr*, Elizabeth Peebles*, Gale Pekar, William Pelton*, Carmen Perez*, Dave & Ellie

Peters, Ansel Ploog*, George Plumb*, Katherine Plummer*, John T. & Janet S. Poeton*, Laurel Poeton*,

Brian & Margot Prendergast*, Nan Prince, Norma Raymond, Nancy Read, Nancy Reid*, Jeanne

Richardson & Noah Sexton*, Judith Robert*, Jo Romano, Bernadette Rose*, Stuart & Donna

Russo-Savage*, Tina Ruth, Anne Sarcka*, Ted Schulthesis, Glen & Leslie Seifert, Emily Seifert & Paul

Smith, Emily Seiffert*, Cecile Sherburn*, Michael Sherman, Ilene Siegel & Tim Flynn, Rebecca Singer*,

Nancy Snow, Linda Sproul, Joan Stepenske & Robert Troester, Ami & Ashley Sweet*, Arthur & Susan A.

Stukey*, Colin Tait*, Debby & Guy Tapper, Barbara Thompson, Peter Thoms & Abby Colihan*, Daniel

Towle, Deborah VanNess & Carl Witke*, Vicky Viens*, Amy Wales, Pamela W. Walker*, Paul & Ruth

Wallace-Brodeur, Dell Waterhouse, Susan Weber*, Harris Webster*, Will & Theresa White*, Liz

Winston*, Cate & Elizabeth Wirth, Ruth & Tony Witte*, Offie Wortham*, Marjorie Zunder*

Volunteer Recognition
Service is an essential way in which so many congregants bring life to our church. We are so grateful to
have so many committed volunteers to work beside one another to build our community. To each and
every person who engaged in volunteering at UCM this year, thank you for all the ways you showed up.

Choir and musicians

Molly Riley, Maryann Ludlow, Kathleen Poole, Ginny Sassaman, Fran Krushenick, Mary Alice Bisbee,

Brenda Bean, Phil Morse, Tom Schersten, KC Whiteley, Lindsay Wade, Eric Oberg, Ed Hutchinson, Harris

Webster, Catherine Lowther, Liz Benjamin, Mary Jane Ohlson, Beth Damon, Tamara Marteney, Emily

Seiffert, Elaine Ball, Vedis LeVar Robinson, Nancy Snow, Bill Paine, Bettie Barnes, and Erin Kelley. Youth

Esme, Lucie, Elena, Maddie, Ansel and Silas.

Worship Associates

Tom Schersten, Margot Prendergast, Steve Finner, Will White, Sarah Franklin, Ginny Sassaman

Membership and Hospitality

Ted Allen, Elaine Ball, Kimberly Cheney, Gale Pekar, Art Stukey, Pam Walker

Air Quality Project & Tech Upgrade

Members: Allen Clark, Barbara Conrey, Kris Hammer, Vic Guadagno, Scott Hess, Hugo Liepmann,

Meredith Warner and Claudia Clark

The Caring Network
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Erin Caro Aguayo as coordinator, and all those who volunteered their time to support our community

members.

Church History

Claudia Clark, Sarah Franklin, Kenric Kite, Bill Pelton, Dave Peters, Barbara Thompson and Peter Thoms.

Elaine Ball and Verdis LeVar Robinson added immeasurably.

Climate Action Team

Laura Brooke, Diana Chace, Allen Clark, Catherine Lowther, Janet Poeton, Harris Webster, Margaret

Blanchard, Priscilla Fox, Mary Jane Ohlson, Tina Ruth, Malcolm Fitzpatrick, Zara Reeves and Kathleen

Poole.

Monday Community Lunch & Thursday Evening Meal

Abby Colihan, Scott Hess, Amy Willis, Peter Thomas, Kathleen Poole, and John and Janet Poeton and

many meal/dessert contributors!

Covid Task Force

Scott Hess, Judith Hinds, Jen Matthews, Leslie Parr, Janet Poeton, Peter Thoms, Gale Pekar, Liz Benjamin,

Cass Madison, Rhoda Chickering, Tina Muncy, Barbara Thompson.

Denominational Resources Group

Steve Finner, Sarah Franklin, Ansel Ploog, Sue Stukey.

Holiday Fair

Janet and John Poeton, Kristin Glaser, Anne Ferguson, Meredith Warner, Sandal Cate, Theresa and Will

White, Jo Romano, Pat Carstensen, Scott Hess, Amy Willis and all the Fair Day volunteers and

participants!

Lifespan Spiritual Exploration

Beth Merrill, Ginnie Humphreys, Irina Markova, Liz Benjamin, Margaret Blanchard, Sabrina Macey and

Katie Spring, Elizabeth Peebles, Mara Iverson, Peter Watt, Brian Prendergast, Dell Waterhouse, Susan

Koch and all of the amazing Seasoned Souls facilitators.

Committee on Ministry

Priscilla Fox, Steve Grunewald, Rob McIntyre, Rocky (Kairn) Kelley, Kate Plummer, Bob Hawk and

Dannette Fuller.

Ministerial Internship Committee

Stuart Russo-Savage, Aaron Marcus, Shalini Suryanarayana, Jen Matthews, and  Jo Romano

Personnel Committee

Dawn Evans, Ryan Kane, Priscilla Fox, Betty Roy, and Emily Seiffert
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Production Team

Elaine Ball, Beth Damon, Bryce Douglass, Carl Etnier, Vic Guadagno, Kenric Kite, Donia Prince, Jen

Roberts, Verdis LeVar Robinson, Tom Schersten, Will White, K.C. Whiteley.

Racial Justice Group

Meredith Warner, Barbara Thompson, Margaret Blanchard, Dell Waterhouse, Sarah Franklin, Mary Jane

Ohlson, Paul Ohlson, Liz Benjamin, Eva Schectman, Anne Sarcka, Pam Walker, Tina Ruth, Malcolm

Fitzpatrick, Vic Guadagno, Jo Bower, Paula Gills, Janet Poeton, Rose Lazu, Stephen Finner, Sasha Thayer,

Elaine Ball, Verdis LeVar Robinson, Peter Thoms, Marsha Bancroft

Women's Alliance

Sandal Cate, Betty McKinnell, Yolly Turner, Abby Colihan, Fran Krushenick and all the amazing presenters

and participants.

Community Pouch Ad Hoc Group

Kenric Kite, Fran Krushenick,  Beth Merrill, Melinda Moz-Knight, Ansel Ploog, Janet Poeton, Meredith

Warner, and Dell Waterhouse

Nominees for the UCM Board

Mary Alice Bisbee - Nominee for a 2 year term

As a member of the UU Congregation of UCM, I am applying for

board membership to help lead and organize our spiritual ship

during these troubled times of great change.  Although at age 85, I

will probably not be around for much of our future, but believe that

my extensive educational background and experience on other

boards can be of great help to our congregation.

As a native Vermonter, brought up at Round Barn Dairy Farm in

Waitsfield and as a 1954 graduate of Montpelier High School at what

is now the Middle School, my knowledge of Montpelier and its

environs over many years, is quite unlimited.  As a graduate of Rutgers University (Douglass College)in

1958 as a Sociology/Political Science major and a 1989 M.S. degree in Human Services-Gerontology from

New Hampshire College, (now Southern NH University), organizational theory and leadership

administration were of top interest to me.

While living at a time when mothers who were married to good providers stayed home and raised the

children, joined the LWV and other charitable organizations;  this was my calling for over 15 years with

two children, where we moved around the country from Boston to Buffalo, Sacramento, CA to Rochester,
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NY and back to Vermont in 1971.  Prior to having children, I worked briefly as a medical social worker at

Mass. General and Buffalo Children’s Hospital.  After what was then called a “nervous breakdown” as my

marriage was crumbling in 1979, I worked as a nursing home social worker in Vermont, as a private

geriatric caregiver, for DAIL, DEET, and SOS departments of the State of Vermont as a long term

temporary employee without gaining permanent employment due to my advanced age, primarily.  I also

was employed for two years by VT Psychiatric Survivors as the Northern Outreach Worker, where for the

first time, I was able to obtain paid healthcare benefits for myself!

Following early retirement due to several disabilities, I have served on many boards in the past. These

include the Central VT Council on Aging Board, the MSAC Advisory Council, and the Washington County

Democratic Committee.  I ran for Wash. Co. State Senate in 1989.  For 30 years I have advocated for

healthcare for all as a member of the VTLWV, VTHCforAll, and the Older Women’s League (OWL) where I

was co-president of the Green Mtn. Chapter.  Working for single-payer health care at the national and

Vermont level has been my passion for over 30 years! Another passion is promoting inexpensive, simple

funerals. This was largely influenced by several members of UCM including Norma Raymond and David

Grundy.  I am a past president of the Funeral Consumers Alliance of VT and was chosen by Governor

Shumlin to be a voting member of the VT Funeral Licensing Board for four years.

Fran Dodd - Nominee for a 2 year term

I’ve attended UCM since 1979 soon after moving to Montpelier with my

husband, Phil. I have been a church member for two decades. I taught in the

church school when our daughter was young, and particularly liked the

one-room schoolhouse. Working with many women, I helped create quilts for

the annual raffle for the Holiday Fair and led that effort for a few years.

I was employed in three areas: art therapy, youth services program

administration, and finally as webmaster (along with QuickBooks, personnel

taxes, and other tasks) for our own business. Upon retirement in 2014, I began

to reconcile UCM’s Quickbooks with the bank statements and became the

church Treasurer in 2019.

With the opening on the UCM Board for a Financial Officer, it seems like a good opportunity to

participate in a new way. I think having different people familiar with various

responsibilities and roles is healthy for the church and for me. If elected, I

could bring my knowledge of the church financial system to the Board and

participate in the continuing evolution of the church. I would welcome the

chance to get to know more church members better, too.

Joel Dennison - Nominee for a two year term

Joel Dennison has been a member of UCM since he and his family moved to

Vermont in 2018 and before that was a member of a Chicagoland UU church.
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He has served on various committees and taskforces, as well as a religious educator at his past

congregation. He currently serves on the board for Montpelier Alive and works in a strategic capacity at

National Life Group. His priority in joining the board is re-engaging the membership we have, as well as

growing and broadening UCM’s membership by working to better welcome people from our community

divided by politics, class, and cultural background. Joel lives in Montpelier with his wife Jacqueline and

their three children.

Hugo Liepmann - Nominee for a two year term

The opportunity for me to continue participating on the UCM Governing

Board brings varied feelings. Excitement, gratitude, challenge and

disquieting responsibility-- to name a few.

Through experiences I have shared with all of you-- Sunday services in the

Sanctuary and on-line, two Seasoning Souls Groups, volunteer at

Community Lunch, and two years on the Board-- UCM and this community

of seekers have become a supporting anchor and a lifting sail in my life.

As people everywhere face challenges, both personal and communal/global,

I foresee significant challenges for this Spiritual Community, and hopefully

significant opportunities. I endeavor to continue to bring to the Governing

Board a respect for history, and an unbiased openness to change, as we venture into this unknown

tomorrow of challenge and opportunity.

As for me, I practiced law for forty-plus years in the Boston area, after which Cynthia and I lived in

Randolph VT before moving to Middlesex. I am father to three adult daughters, step-father to two adult

daughters, and have six grandchildren.

Proposed Bylaw Changes (Proposed by Joel Dennison)

Proposed amendment to Article 8 (Executive Team)
“The church building should be generally open for worship services, small group meetings, and official
UCM events. In the event of a natural disaster, health crisis, war, or other circumstance that could make
in person meetings unsafe, the Executive Team may suspend in person use of the church building for up
to 30 days. Closures extending more than 30 days must be voted on by a special meeting of the
Congregation. If a quorum is not present at the special meeting, then the use of the building will revert
to the decision of the Executive Team, until another special meeting is called.”

Proposed amendment to Article 6 (Board), section 6.3  (Duties of the Board)
“Minutes of the Board are made available to the Congregation”

To be replaced by
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“Minutes or recordings of meetings of the Board, ET, and any groups commissioned by either which
impact or advise church operations, are made available to the Congregation.”

Minister’s Annual Report
2021-2022

Summary of the Year

After a three-month sabbatical from July-September of 2021, I was grateful to return to our shared
ministry rested and refreshed. Thank you for supporting me in taking that time for sabbath in the midst
of these challenging times in parish ministry.

This was another year in which the circumstances of the Covid-19
pandemic shaped our ministry in significant ways. We expanded our
outdoor programs especially for children, youth, and
multi-generational activities, however our indoor programs remained
significantly limited, including Sunday services. With the unpredictable
unfolding of the pandemic, the church staff and leaders made
decisions regarding church programs and operations on a
week-to-week and sometimes, day-to-day basis. The priority this year,
as well as last, remained on keeping our community connected as
much as possible in whatever ways possible. In reading the various
reports of our UCM staff, committees, and teams, I believe you will get
a full sense of how we, as a congregation, worked towards addressing
this goal together.

While challenging on many levels, this additional year of “virtual
church” presented a number of opportunities for learning and growth
as well. The congregation engaged in learning about and then adopting the 8th Principle. We flexed our
adaptability and resiliency muscles to carry out the Air Quality Project as well as the Tech Upgrade
Project. The congregation rose to the occasion to keep vital ministries going during extended leave
periods for our Congregational Life Coordinator and Director of Lifespan Spiritual Exploration. Volunteers
learned how to carry out new tasks like operating cameras and replying to Zoom chat messages along
with sharing your gifts in traditional ways like baking desserts for the Holiday Fair.

Our membership and overall participation levels remained healthy. In our February 2022 certification
with the UUA, we certified 258 members, 196 nonmember friends (adults only), 151-175 average weekly
participation, and 48 children and youth enrolled in Spiritual Exploration. In 2021, 8 new members joined
the Church.

Highlights from Select Areas of Ministry

Worship
The summer of 2021 was spent on upgrading the live stream technology in the sanctuary for the coming
church year thanks to the congregation’s decision to fund this project. Our UCM Tech Team spearheaded
this effort, and we began the church year with new cameras and a new audio configuration in place. We
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also began construction on a new control room in the hall between the choir storage area and the
children’s chapel. And, we continued our digital outreach with live streaming our services to Facebook
and posting recordings of services on our UCM YouTube Channel.

We began the church year unsure of when we would be able to return to in-person worship services on
Sunday mornings. It turned out that we continued virtual-only worship services through the fall and
most of the winter before resuming in-person attendance in March of 2022, at which point we began
offering “multi-platform” or “hybrid” services with options for both in-person and virtual participation.

Our UCM Choir was able to resume in-person rehearsals in the summer of 2021 under the leadership of
Acting Director of Music, Donia Prince. They recorded their choral offerings as well as hymns for use in
Sunday services for most of the church year until April of 2022 when a small group of choir members
began singing hymns live in the sanctuary. To the delight of all, on May 8th, the choir sang together as a
large group in worship for the first time since March of 2020.

The Worship and Arts Committee, Worship Associates, and staff worked together to offer services based
on our monthly worship themes that were spiritually nourishing and meaningful. Some highlights
include: a “hybrid” Christmas Eve service conducted live from the sanctuary with the Choir in the vestry
and a small congregation of a dozen people along with those joining online; the first outdoor NO
Rehearsal Christmas Pageant; our third “One Wild and Precious Life” service which included participation
from nine congregants across the lifespan; and a return to Music Sunday live in the sanctuary. We have a
core of five lay worship associates and we are actively recruiting for a few more.

As we look towards the end of the church year, I am excited to have a New Member Ceremony and a
Bridging Ceremony included in worship. We will also have parting rituals for Director of Lifespan Spiritual
Exploration, Liza Earle-Centers, who is leaving her position on June 17th and Ministerial Intern, Verdis
LeVar Robinson, who concludes his two-year part-time internship on June 15th.

Pastoral Care
Since our last annual meeting, we mourned the death of UCM member, Paul Hartmann on February 18.
UCM’s lay-led care ministry teams, the Caring Network and Lay Pastoral Care Ministry Team, continue to
be a gift and steadfast presence. Thank you to all of you who have volunteered to help UCM members
and friends in times of need and those who conducted outreach calls to check-in on members of the
community. The UCM Care Fund ($1155 as of May 10) was used to assist church and community
members in financial need.

Spiritual Exploration and Prophetic Ministry
As with the 2020-2021 church year, maintaining connection through small groups was a key component
of our Spiritual Exploration offerings over the past church year. We made the most of the warm weather
early in the church year for outdoor gatherings of children/youth and families and continued outdoor
gatherings through much of the winter and picked them up again in the spring. We also offered a
number of multi-generational service opportunities throughout the year. A significant number of adults
participated in Chalice Circles, meeting primarily over Zoom with some in-person gatherings. With the
support of the LSE Committee, we were able to offer a Zoom Children’s Chapel most Sundays of the
church year. Our Director of Lifespan Spiritual Exploration, Liza Earle-Centers, took two months off and
LSE volunteers supported the programs in her absence.
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The Racial Justice Group led the effort for a congregational vote to adopt the 8th Principle. The Climate
Action Team remained active and collaborated with the worship team to offer climate/earth-focused
worship services on October 24 and April 24. We continued serving human need through our Monday
Community Lunch and Thursday Evening Meal distribution.

Denominational Activities
The UCM Governing Board and Executive Team were supported by the New England Region UUA staff
with a leadership retreat at the start of the church year. UCM sent a delegate to the Vermont-Quebec
Convention on May 21. The 2022 UUA General Assembly will resume as an in-person gathering in
Portland, Oregon June 23-26 with an option for virtual participation. This past year, a Denominational
Resources Group was formed at UCM which has taken on the task of educating the congregation about
denominational resources and encouraging participation in denominational events.

Conclusion
We conclude this church year in a time of continued transition and with reasons for optimism. The Air
Quality Project will be complete by the start of the coming church year with the ventilation system fully
installed by the end of June, heating system planned to be fully installed by the end of July, and asbestos
removal taking place in August. We will begin the next church year with our building in excellent
condition for reopening with a sanctuary well-equipped for live streaming and fresh air flowing
throughout all our rooms. We have a strong staff team and will welcome new staff members to share
their gifts and skills with us in the coming months.

I am immensely grateful for the ways you have continued to extend your generosity with time, energy,
and financial resources to ensure that UCM thrives now and in the future. Thank you for all the ways you
have shown up for one another in community. It is so good to share in this ministry with you.

With gratitude,

Rev. Joan Javier-Duval
Minister

Ministerial Intern’s Report
2021-2022
Verdis LeVar Robinson

The following are my activities and development over the past two years as a ministerial intern for the
Unitarian Church of Montpelier. This report is based on seven core competencies developed by the
Unitarian Universalist Association’s Ministerial Fellowship Committee which guides teaching
congregations and assesses the development of ministerial interns.

Worship and Rites of Passage
During the two years, I have prepared and delivered thirteen sermons including a duo sermon with the
minister. I also worked collaboratively with lay leaders and staff in support of lay-led services with the
Climate Action Team, Worship and Arts Committee, and the Racial Justice Group. Additionally, I
supported guest speakers in leading services including Scudder Parker, Rev. Abigail Stockman, and Maeve
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McBride. I also co-created two Time for All Ages with the Director of Lifespan Spiritual Exploration.
Utilizing my skills in the performing arts, technology, and media arts, I helped to create multisensory
worship experiences while demonstrating an understanding of multi-religious knowledge and practices.
This included vocal solos, singing with the choir, assisting with collective art projects for annual pledge
drives, and delivering UCM’s first service on Kwanzaa. Additionally, I delivered prayers and meditations
drawing from a variety of theological perspectives including original, adapted, guided, embodied, and
extemporaneous. Lastly, I assisted the minister in rites of passage including a memorial service, and
rituals such as Water Ceremonies, and Fire and Flower Communions.

Pastoral Care and Presence
I have supported the lay pastoral care team as a shared ministry engaging in meetings, reflections, and
retreats. I also provided over 300 hours of pastoral care to the congregation through Clinical Pastoral
Education and continued pastoral care as needed and requested.

Spiritual Development of Self and Others
I developed and facilitated two chalice circles during my internship: Owning Your Religious Past, which
created space for participants to reckon with their religious upbringings and integrate them into their
current and developing religious lives; and Queerality, which explored the intersectionality of sexuality
and spirituality for congregants and community members who identify as queer.  For both chalice circles,
we meet twice a month and share and care for each other exploring our innermost selves and spirituality
in a safe and brave space.  Our sessions were life-giving, relationship-building learning experiences, and
mutually beneficial especially during the pandemic.

Social Justice in the Public Square
Engaging in critical justice issues I led, participated in, and assisted with electoral engagement in
#UCMVotes with UUtheVote, Earth Day service with the Climate Action Team, and 8th Principle adoption
with the Racial Justice Group. I also represented the congregation in community activities such as the
COVID-19 Interfaith Memorial Service and the Jewish Community of Vermont Service of Resilience which
was a gathering of the Vermont Jewish community to reflect and pray together in the aftermath of the
hostage situation in Colleyville, Texas, standing stronger together as allies as we expressed our distress
and anger, as well as our relief and gratitude.

Administration
I gained meaningful experience in managing staff in volunteers in such efforts as #UCMVotes, Worship
and Arts Committee, and the worship team in the absence of the minister and when leading worship
services.  I also had the opportunity to actively participate in and support regular UCM Board and
Management Team Meetings while helping to build congregational capacity for lay leadership and its
sustainability. Additionally, I provided intentional support for the annual pledge drive by recording the
minutes of meetings, recording and publishing video testimonials, creating and maintaining the
webpage, and assisting with the collective art project.

Service to the larger Unitarian Universalist Faith
I have maintained active participation with the Unitarian Universalist Ministerial Association through
attending the annual meetings of the Northern New England Chapter and Ministry Days in which I
provided technical assistance as part of the tech team and sang in its choir. I also attended events
produced by the Diverse Revolutionary Unitarian Universalist Multicultural Ministries (DRUUMM), was a
preacher in two of its services, and have been nominated to serve as its General Assembly Coordinator.
Additionally, I actively participated in the UUA’s Religious Professionals of Color’s retreat- Finding Our
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Way Home, and I presented in a panel session at the 2021 General Assembly- “Honoring UU of Color
Histories.”

Leading the Faith in the Future
I played a leadership role in the development and implementation of UCM’s multiplatform worship by
experimenting with emerging media technology to help enhance and elevate virtual worship
experiences. In doing so, I assisted in the creation of the new production team and edited and created
YouTube videos of Worship Services as well as assisted in the training of the worship and production
team to articulate a vision for the future and assess opportunities and challenges for UU in a changing
pandemic society.

I am eternally grateful to the minister of UCM for being an inspiration and dynamic teaching pastor and
mentor as well as to the generosity of spirit, time, and support of the members and friends of UCM for
being an impactful and effective teaching congregation. Words cannot adequately express my gratitude
and appreciation for the learning experience and its impact on my development as a Unitarian
Universalist minister. The future of my ministry looks bright indeed.

Office of Administration
May 2022
Sam Rossier, Congregational Administrator
Emily Seifert, Office Assistant

With regard to how church business functions, this year has been replete with changes and challenges,
as has every aspect of church life. We have deeply missed the human contact, and even voice and email
communications have been affected to the extent that we feel somewhat disconnected from the usual
harmony and rhythms of normal church operations. We understand that In this pandemic, our feelings of
loss are virtually universal, and we certainly are looking forward to seeing the word “virtually” much less
often.
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In the past year we have said goodbye to Becky Atchinson upon her retirement from the position of
Office Assistant/Rental Coordinator after almost five years of service. It was a fruitful five years, and we
wish her and her husband, Bob, all the best in the future.

In September of 2021 we welcomed Emily G. Seifert to the church office in the position of Office
Assistant. Emily has strong office and technical skills to go along with a most welcoming and helpful
personal style. Even with limited in-person time together in the office, much has been accomplished
toward improving communication and connections between congregants and the church office.

During the year we completed the conversion of giving data from our accounting software, Quickbooks,
to our database software, Breeze. This is important because all giving information is now connected with
our member and friend information and readily available in one stop. We can now provide any
contributor with information about their giving, and we can easily email regular statements to pledgers
and other contributors. Also, before the end of this church year, we will make available a printed
directory of members and friends, this thanks to the facilities of Breeze and the work of Emily.

Looking back over the past year we can see the resilience, strength, endurance, caring, and compassion
that help bind us in community. With hope, we look forward to the new year of church.

A note from Sam Rossier, Congregational Administrator: There is no easy way to say this, but it is my
intention to retire at the end of 2022, the 28 year mark of my service to the community. I look forward to
assisting in any way I can to ease the transition to the next administration. I know that church leaders
will choose my successor wisely, and with the help of those who have supported me over the years,
along with the help of your very capable Office Assistant, things will go well, and the church will continue
to flourish.

Air Quality Project & Tech Upgrade
2021-22

Members: Allen Clark, Barbara Conrey, Kris Hammer, Vic Guadagno, Scott Hess, Hugo Lipman, Meredith

Warner and Claudia Clark

Charge: To oversee all aspects of the Air Quality Project (AQP) and the Tech Upgrade (TU) except as

specifically stated otherwise by the Board. The Team will interface with and answer to the Board and the

Executive Team and communicate with the UCM congregation.

A great deal of time and effort has been put forth by the AQP & TU Team this year.  After the

congregational approval of the project and budget on June 6th, an engineer with Slade Engineering was

selected to design our new ventilation system.  Once the design process began it became obvious that

the City of Montpelier would not permit any work to be done on the existing forced air system because

of flooding concerns.  Initially it was hoped the Energy Recovery Units (ERVs) could be installed in the

existing ductwork (after the abatement of the asbestos tape).  A new plan was designed and approved

which would place two ERVs in the Steeple area and one unit in the very small office on the second floor.

All occupied spaces, except the basement, will have ventilation.  As a result of not being able to continue

to use the existing forced air unit a design incorporating a new hot water boiler, which would provide

heating to the Vestry and Sanctuary spaces and would help temper cold air being brought in for
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ventilation, was approved.  This boiler will be installed in a retrofitted space where the two closets are

located directly outside the kitchen.

In the fall of 2021, a bid package and contract were developed and four companies were invited to bid

on the project.  Two companies declined to bid and of the remaining two companies, Thomas

Mechanical was selected as our contractor.  Construction on the project began in late January 2022.

Because of the world-wide demand for ERVs there was a 14-16 week lead time for receiving the ERVs.

However, installations of ductwork, piping and other aspects of the project were completed during this

spring.  The ERVs are expected to be installed in mid to late May.  There is also a cast iron shortage and

the boiler is expected to be delivered in late July.

Carpentry work to cover the visible ductwork is being completed by Dan Wetmore who has had

extensive experience in working within our 157 year old building with all of its idiosyncrasies.  That work

will continue through the early summer.  The asbestos abatement project for the existing ductwork in

the basement is scheduled for the last two weeks in August.  The building will be completely closed

during this abatement.

We would like to thank Meredith Warner for keeping our team organized and focused and a big “thank

you” to Kris Hammer who has been acting as the “general contractor” overseeing our project and

assisting with carpentry.  Much appreciation to Barbara Conrey who shepherded us through the

planning, designing and early construction stages of the project.  We are very fortunate to have such

talented and hard-working individuals in our congregation.

Below is a summary of the AQP expenses as of April 30, 2022.

For more details on the Air Quality and Tech Update project please visit.

(https://sites.google.com/view/ucm-air-quality-project/home)
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The Caring Network
Erin Caro Aguayo

The Caring Network is an email list group of UCM members and friends who assist individuals in our
community on a short term basis in times of need or transition. Our list reaches ninety-seven UCMers,
and about a third of them respond to a request in any given year. This year, there were forty-five Caring
Network requests or assistance provided. Meal Trains or ride requests, even though they produce many
responses, are counted as one request. We have cooked dozens of meals, provided transport to many
medical appointments, picked up groceries, checked in before and after surgeries, and even gotten
outdoor Christmas lights up.

The Caring Network will need a new coordinator beginning this summer or fall. Please contact Rev. Joan,
ucm.revjoan@gmail.com, if you’re interested in serving in this role.

Church History
Annual Report, May, 2022

Church Records For the second year running, the pandemic has challenged our gathering and filing of
church records. We look forward to returning to the endeavor. Once records are brought together and
filed, we will update the Inventory and write the Finding Aid, a guide to the Inventory.

Vermont Quebec Universalist Unitarian Convention (VQUUC) This year we received a $1,060 grant. We
donated $200 to Abenaki Helping Abenaki, a Community Pouch recipient last fall. Art Stukey will
represent UCM at the May 2022 Annual Meeting, to be held in Derby Line. At the meeting, Steve Finner
of UCM will be chosen President-Elect of the organization, incorporated in Vermont in 1888. It includes
all UU congregations in Vermont and Quebec.
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Plaque Honoring Jifka and Gerald FitzPatrick In December, 2020, a small gathering on the south
stairway landing to the sanctuary witnessed the placement of a bronze plaque, honoring Jifka and Rev.
Gerald FitzPatrick, minister of the Church of the Messiah,
1938 – 1968. (The name was changed to UCM in 1980). It
was given to the church by Sandy Vitzthum, his
granddaughter. Sandy, an architect, has offered extensive
counsel to UCM on many questions over the years. The
plaque was placed to the left of one honoring Rev. J.
Edward Wright (Church of the Messiah, 1869 – 2014), to
the right of which is the plaque honoring Rev. Maggie
Rebmann, 1981- 2008. Together, these three served the
congregation for 102 of its 158 years.

CDs of Services from 1956 – 1966 In the fall of 2021,
Sandy Vitzhum attended an open house on Main Street,
the former parsonage of the Church of Messiah, where
Jifka and Gerald FitzPatrick lived. She found 13 recordings
of sermons at the church, and had them transcribed onto
CDs, which will be added to the archives.

UCM’s Music History Based on the inspiration of former
acting music director, Kellie Hart (as reported last year), we
intend to review and complete the project, to be made
available to all.

History of Long Term Invested Funds In June, 2021, we offered LTIF information to the Board, to support
the congregation’s decisions to finance the Air Quality and Audio-Visual Projects.

Concordance Given to Bethany Church On a visit to Bethany in December 2021, we learned that a very
old painting of its first minister, Chester Wright, who served from 1808 - 1830, had just been sent to
Bethany by a distant relative of his. We then gave Bethany a Biblical Concordance, in the possession of
Rev. J. Edward Wright (see above), Chester Wright’s nephew. The book had originally been owned by
Chester Wright, reflected by a hand-written inscription.

Relation to the Board’s End Statements Church Records and History endeavors seek to expand our
awareness and to discover what is ultimately important; and we help celebrate and deepen our
connections.

Members, 2021 – 2022 Claudia Clark, Sarah Franklin, Kenric Kite, Bill Pelton, Dave Peters, Barbara
Thompson and Peter Thoms. Elaine Ball and Verdis Robinson added immeasurably.

Climate Action Team
2021-22
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The  UCM Climate Action Team (C.A.T.) which was led by acting chair Diana Chace met throughout 2021
to the present and plans to meet this coming summer of 2022 as well. Despite the difficulties of
functioning during COVID, this group worked on carrying out its goal of getting the entire congregation
involved in ‘protecting the Earth our home ‘especially by highlighting the climate crisis.
Following are a  few of our  C.A.T. activities to get our UCM members and friends more active in
‘protecting the Earth our home.’   Catherine Lowther  led a group of UCM members and friends on how
to reduce one’s carbon footprint.  We, supported  by Verdis LeVar Robinson, led one Sunday service ,
including  the  ‘Murmur of  Birds’ supplementary activity and we supported  Rev. Joan and Maeve
McBride in other services related to the  Climate Crisis.  We led several  break-out coffee  hour
discussions. We selected  the Ellie Cressey Webster  Memorial  Program for the UCM April Community
Pouch which provides matching grants to churches to lower  carbon emissions.  We publicized Vermont
and national climate  activities in our e-news as  well as to our UCM Climate Action and Vermont UU
Google groups that we set up.  C.A.T.  and our UCM  fell short in carrying out some intended activities
such as showing  the video  Kiss the  Ground.

Regular members at this time: Laura Brooke, Diana Chace, Allen  Clark, Catherine  Lowther , Janet
Poeton,  and Harris Webster.
Those who made major contributions  earlier  this church year: Margaret Blanchard, Priscilla  Fox, Mary
Jane Ohlson,  Tina Ruth , Malcolm  Fitzpatrick , Zara  Reeves and Kathleen Poole.

We welcome new members.

Monday Community Lunch
2021 -2022

The overall mission of the Monday Community Lunch is to provide food to those who need. The
'community' part of the mission has been on hold now for two years.  We continue to "serve human
need" by providing 60 meals to the community on Mondays.

The Everyone Eats Program was initiated on September 1, 2020 and will continue until June 30, 2022. 
UCM Community Lunch agreed to participate in distributing entrees made by a local restaurant or
catering service.  Lunch entrees are distributed and choice of fruit, snacks, water and home baked
desserts are available to augment the meal. On Mondays entrees are delivered to UCM in the parking
lot.  These are kept warm during the 45 minutes of distribution. If there are extra meals  they are
delivered to Another Way, the community refrigerator, or to community members who might benefit
from having the food.  There are three questions to be asked and forms to be completed each week as
this is a federal grant. Presently 54 meals are distributed each Monday and 6 (during the winter it had
been 12) meals are saved and frozen for Thursday night meals for those in the overflow shelter.

This year the volunteers have been Scott Hess, Amy Willis, Kathleen Poole, and John and Janet Poeton.

Volunteers and the Advisory Committee of Community Lunch have been kept informed via e-mail. Most
are eager to return to their weekly Community Lunch positions.
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Covid Task Force
Scott Hess, Covid Task Force Chair

The Task Force (TF) was established to make recommendations to the UCM Executive Team. We dealt
with matters that included the physical presence in the building, COVID protocols, outdoor sanctioned
UCM activities and other issues relating to the pandemic.

The group was established in July of 2020 and has met approximately twice monthly through April of
2022.  A joint decision of the Covid Task Force and Executive Team was made to go on hiatus as of May
2022 as there is no further need for our recommendations at this time. The greater reopening and
relaxation of state mandates was a determining factor in our thought process. 

The committee has consisted of health professionals, staff and members with numerous individuals
participating at various times. I'd like to personally thank all those who participated throughout this
process. Information and minutes for each of our meetings are archived on the UCM website under the
pull-down menu for COVID-19.

Denominational Resources Group

Last November, about a month after my return to UCM, I contacted Reverend Joan to express concern

about the low visibility of denominational organizations and resources among the congregation. She

gave me the names of some members who might share that concern and interest and I organized a

meeting of them. They did share that interest and we discussed where we might go with it.

There was considerable conversation about what we might call ourselves as it was felt that we were not

ready to be a committee and recognized that the creation of a congregational committee is the province

of our Governing Board. For the time being we settled on “Denominational Resources Group.”

Two members who attended our initial meeting decided that their plates were quite full and did not

continue. However, after reporting our initial activities to the Governing Board, a member of that body

joined us.

There was a consensus to start with raising the visibility of the UUA General Assembly in the hopes that

some UCM members would be interested in attending. We agreed that some fact finding about UCM

support for delegates was a good first step. Investigation revealed that our budget did not contain a line

item for General Assembly and therefore UCM members had no way of knowing that financial support

might be available.

We prepared a memo to the Executive Team requesting the creation of a budget line for support of

attendees and delegates at the General Assembly. One of our members subsequently spoke with the

team which agreed to the change.   The minister, Governing Board and the Executive Team charged us

with the task of educating the congregation about General Assembly which we have been doing in a

variety of ways. While we have increased knowledge about General Assembly, we have not been able to

recruit anyone to attend or to be a delegate. However, that educational effort is continuing.
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We also assumed the responsibility of recruiting and recommending to the governing board a delegate

to attend the Vermont Quebec Unitarian Universalist Convention which will take place on May 21st. We

also submitted to the Board a brief history of the Convention. The Board has affirmed our

recommendation of Art Stukey as the delegate.

We look forward to expanding our activities in raising denominational awareness within the

congregation.

Respectfully submitted,

Steve Finner, Sarah Franklin, Ansel Ploog, Sue Stukey

Holiday Fair 2021   
Submitted by Janet & John Poeton, Co-chairs

A group of about 10 people worked to create a positive experience for the UCM congregation for a first
Saturday in December Holiday Fair fundraiser. Our meetings were on Zoom and attendance varied. 
There was limited enthusiasm to create another online event unlike in 2020 when there was a lot of
support for 'something' to happen.  As the time got closer more innovation began happening, some new
initiatives were added.

Kristin Glaser and Anne Ferguson again stepped up, ordered wreaths, organized an order form and with
the help of Meredith Warner added things to UCM's website.  Orders came in and wreaths were sold! 
Two people put bows on the wreaths and there were 6 Pods of people who later were on duty on the
First Saturday in December ~ Fair Day, to collect money and distribute the Wreaths.  Signs were made
and a lot of positive energy was in the air! 

Sandal Cate and her team from the Holiday Fair Food Table stepped up for baked goods.  Items were
ordered, baked, packed into very professional bakery boxes then picked up on the First Saturday in
December ~ Fair Day! Thanks to Theresa White, who set-up an order form and a pay form on Breeze so
monies did not have to pass hands.   People were masked, many gloved and outside on Fair Day!  Sandal
Cate was inside and called when a person arrived to pick up their order.

During the morning of the Fair, six Governing Board members were at UCM to greet and chat with UCM
members and friends and to receive the gifts for others, through Jo Romano's program, Neighbors
Helping Neighbors. Cash donations and gifts for 8 families were provided.
 
 Another Way, a local non-profit, was the recipient of two large boxes of new socks, underwear and long
underwear, hats, scarves and gloves.  These two additions added a new dimension to the Holiday Fair,
"serving human need.” 

A new addition was a take out dinner. There was a LOT of interest in this event and 60 dinners were sold  
 There were 10 workers who cooked, warmed, packaged and handed out the delicious lasagna meals
(meat and vegetarian) on a very snowy night.
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Lifespan Spiritual Exploration (LSE) Committee & Dir. of LSE
May 2022

LSE Committee Members:  Beth Merrill (Chair), Ginnie

Humphreys, Irina Markova, Liz Benjamin, Margaret

Blanchard, and Liza Earle-Centers (Dir. of LSE). Resigned

mid-year: Sabrina Macey and Katie Spring.

Mission: The LSE Committee works in conjunction with the

Director of LSE and the LSE volunteers to support

opportunities for personal growth, learning and faith

development across the generations.

Outdoor Activities and Children’s Chapel

LSE hosted one event each month during June-August 2021 to nurture community and PLAY among

families in Covid-safe, nature-abundant outdoor settings.  These included an afternoon at Wrightsville

Reservoir, a farm tour and veggie sampling at Ananda Gardens with swimming and picnic, and an

informal Sunday morning worship service and bouquet making at Good Heart Farmstead!  Bouquets

beautified homes of participants, plus a handful of congregants who were in need of cheering. These

were soul-filling gatherings that spanned the generations!

Multigenerational Activities Across the Lifespan

By September, we were hearing from more people who deeply craved in-person church while our

building was still closed. And we were hearing from more than just families and LSE volunteers. So the

LSE Committed hosted some more All Ages events. These included an early September Winooski River

Clean-Up with Friends of the Winooski River and a UCM River Art Project in the churchyard. Two

simultaneous events helped accommodate for varying interests and physical accessibility.To take

advantage of the nice weather, that was followed by All Ages Outdoor Water Ceremony at the Dog River

Fields, and a Kickball, Pizza and Ice Cream Party! We had about 50 people in attendance for the ritual,

kickball, or both. It was a joyous occasion for all! Some people are asking for it to become an annual

event.

We continued along this theme of all ages activities–for families AND also those without kids–into the

fall.  October included a Multigenerational LSE Gleaning Service Project with Community Harvest of

Central VT.  An energetic all ages crew harvested 534 lbs of eggplant at Bear Roots Farm for local food

shelves.  We celebrated Indigenous Peoples Day 2021 with another round of families from the

congregation illustrating words in the Western Abenaki language to display in our church yard for a

month. We had a dozen or so new illustrations added to our 2020 collection!  We also had an outdoor

Sing-along in the churchyard led by Paula Gills in October, Gratitude Circles in November and Winter

Solstice Circles around a fire in December.  We offered multiple time slots to help keep the group size

manageable for social distancing, singing, stories, and ritual!
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Our 10th Annual No Rehearsal Christmas Pageant was our first one OUTDOORS. It was at the Pool

Pavilion off Elm Street. A stalwart and festive group gathered with all the familiar good cheer along with

angel, shepherd and magi accessories–only this time over several more layers underneath. We

collectively retold the Christmas Story and sang carols throughout.  A highlight for all was having real

goats, baby Jesus’ older sibling dressed as a firefighter, along with warm apple cider.

We took a break from outdoor events in the depths of winter, but in April, LSE partnered with Friends of

the Winooski, North Branch Nature Center and, along with members of the wider community,

collectively planted 200 trees just upriver from the church at the Nature Center! Just recently, twelve

enthusiastic congregants of all ages – self named the “Dirty Dozen” participated in LSE's

Multigenerational Green Up Day which included a very fun pizza picnic in the churchyard afterward.

Youth Programs

The Middle School Youth Group had several very positive outdoor gatherings, with highlights including

cider pressing in the fall, a winter hot dog cookout and nature art, and a spring maple sugaring. Many

thanks to volunteers Brian Prendergast, Dell Waterhouse, and Irina Markova. The High School Youth

Group has met monthly–mainly outdoors and often including a fire, tasty food, and laughter! They are

very service oriented, painting the church fence in the fall and also making cards for the Community

Lunch during their Holiday Party. Three youth–Bea, Fiona, and Jane–along with our two youth group
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advisors, Elizabeth Peebles and Susan Koch, will make a trip to Washington DC for the Poor People’s

Campaign in June, sleeping over two nights at the River Road UU congregation.

The LSE Committee drafted an application process for

the scholarship from the Lou Cherry Star Island Fund.

Otis Loga is our first ever recipient of this scholarship,

for the Youth Empowerment and Spirituality week at

Star Island this August!

Children’s Programs

The weekly pre-worship Zoom Children’s Chapel had a

great run for the fall and early winter, diving deeper

into our monthly themes with anywhere from 5-10

kids many Sundays. At times we had 11 families

participating on the same morning! A quartet of

creative and thoughtful LSE volunteers rotated through

as lead teachers to keep the online sessions welcoming

and special each week–Beth Merrill, Janet Poeton,

Katie Spring, and Liz Benjamin. We lit the chalice, sang

songs, shared Joys and Concerns, and discussed great

stories and ideas! We’d often get our bodies moving

too! Special guests included families from both UCM

and Beth Jacob synagogue sharing about how they

celebrate Hanukkah, and also local author, Katy Farber!  Many thanks to all the families who participated

too! Zoom fatigue really started to impact attendance during the mid-winter. Two years since regular

in-person church for young kids is a huge portion of their lives and is hard to overcome, so in early April

we transitioned more to in-person outdoor events while the Air Quality Project continued preparing our

building spaces for resumed activities.

The LSE Committee helped assemble thoughtful Thanksgiving and

Holiday Care Packages that were then delivered to their doors by nearly

20 volunteers from UCM’s Caring Network. These contained hands-on

ideas for meaningful holiday rituals and traditions both at home, in our

churchyard, and in our online Children’s Chapel.

Sexuality Education: Our Whole Lives (OWL) is holistic sexuality

education offered by trained volunteers. UCM volunteers Peter Watt

and Mara Iverson offered a spring session that was 5 full Sunday

mornings of robust and engaging lessons in the UCM vestry!  We had

nearly twenty 4th-6th graders participate, including eight who are

brand new families to UCM!
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Adult Spiritual Exploration
Chalice Circles and Deep Listening: The term Chalice Circles describe any ongoing small group at UCM

that is grounded in deep listening and reflection. The average size is 6-10 people. They all share a

covenant created by the participants. Thanks to dedicated facilitators and point people we have five

varieties of Chalice Circles this year–a record at least in recent history. Nearly weekly we hear someone

voice how grateful they are for the close connection of their group, whichever one they are in. Similar to

last year, we had two Small Group Ministry, two Soul Matters, and FIVE Seasoned Souls groups meeting

1-4 times monthly, depending on the group.

This year two new groups have formed. Queerality, which is a space for those who identify as LGBTQ+ to

explore spiritual questions in an affirming space. In early May a Caregiver Support Group was formed,

for those in the role of primary caregiver for a loved one with ongoing physical or mental challenges or

illness. Since most caregivers struggle to leave their house, having Zoom as a meeting option is ideal for

them. On Wed. June 1st we will have an outdoor celebration with optional potluck for any and all

participants and facilitators of this year’s Chalice Circles. They are the core of our adult LSE programming

and have helped keep the fabric of our congregation strong during this time of continued isolation due to

the pandemic. We are often seeking new facilitators, so please reach out if you are interested. Sign-ups

for participation in a Chalice Circle happen in the early fall of each church year, so keep an eye on the

e-news.

Midweek Meditation was a new offering this year that sprang out of interest to continue some of the

practice of the summer meditation each Sunday, which happened mainly online, with just a few

in-person sessions in the vestry during the summer of 2021. The Midweek Meditation group met twice

monthly via Zoom, with support from Pat Carstensen and Peter Thoms.
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Book Discussion: Rev. Joan led a couple of online small group discussions of two books, Rooted and All

We Can Save, that were part of her Sabbatical Common Read during the months of June - September.

Liza led a multi-platform book discussion of I Never Thought of It That Way: How to Have Fearlessly

Curious Conversations in Dangerously Divided Times. There were 11 participants total–half on Zoom and

half in the Fireplace Room!

Spiritual Exercises: Each month 40 congregants receive a packet of spiritual exercises and questions

relating to the monthly theme. These deepen the reflection process prompted by the weekly sermons in

worship, which also touch on various aspects of any given theme.

Ritual Connections and Rites of Passage

High school senior Sam Dean, participated in our Bridging program to support high school seniors in

their transition into adulthood. Sam was part of three reflective discussions with John Poeton and Liz

Benjamin starting late winter. Sam attends Miss Hall’s School in MA, so her participation was only

possible through Zoom! The Bridging Ceremony on May 15th will be the first in-person one since spring

of 2019!

We have a Child Dedication Ceremony on LSE Sunday, June 5th. Cass Madison has signed up for her

daughter, Luna, to be dedicated. This will be our first in person dedication since February 2020!

Looking ahead: Liza resigns in June after six years with UCM. Beth Merrill and Margaret Blanchard will be

stepping off the committee after 7 and 4 years respectively. They have all contributed greatly to the LSE

program these past several years, and the program is vibrant and will continue to grow into its next
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stage. Liz Benjamin has agreed to chair the committee starting this summer. She and the other

committee members are actively seeking parents and caregivers to join the committee to have that

important perspective in their work as we aim to reconnect with families and others across the lifespan

coming out of the pandemic. Stay tuned for some informal social gatherings in natural settings this

summer–maybe a cookout / potluck in Hubbard Park, camping at Kettle Pond July 8 - 10 (day visitors

welcome), and perhaps more rousing kickball at the Dog River Fields!

Though we cannot list them all here, our heartfelt thanks to all the volunteers and participants who

helped give these programs life across the lifespan at UCM this year!

~Respectfully submitted by: Liza Earle-Centers and Beth Merrill, May 10, 2022

Committee on Ministry
2021-22

We met for the first time in June, just before Rev. Joan started her sabbatical. The committee said

goodbye to two members, Bob Hawk and Dannette Fuller, who had both served on the committee for

three years. At the same time, we welcomed two new members, Rob McIntyre  and Steve Grunewald.

Notably, this was our only in-person meeting over the course of the year. We took a break again until

Rev. Joan was back in October. By that time, Covid had ramped up again and we thought it best to return

to zoom meetings, which we continued through the course of the year.
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We were down a few members for much of the year for health reasons. These were such meaningful

absences to our committee and we so missed their important voices and insights. The committee felt

incomplete without their presence.

We touched on a lot of topics this year: Joan's sabbatical and the congregation in her absence, Joan's

return, Covid protocols and the effect on the congregation, the 8th Principle vote, the air quality work

being bid and beginning, imminent staff changes.

Covid was a dominant theme in our conversations throughout the year. Specifically we talked a lot about

the church reopening timeline. We focused on how UCM's policies affected the spiritual health of  our

community: how might these be understood by those in our congregation, and what is their effect on

the health of our community? We paid attention to the disagreements and conflicts that UCM covid

policies created, and how those could be mended or negotiated within our congregation.

We discussed whether and when church leadership, especially Rev. Joan, should make time-sensitive

decisions where strong leadership could be useful. This especially pertained to the air-quality work.

Given the urgency, should the board approve significant extra money before putting it to a

congregational vote, and how might this action be understood by the community? We were unanimous

in encouraging the quick action, believing that the congregation would be understanding and supportive.

Joan's sabbatical and return featured prominently in the beginning of our year together.  We discussed

the effect of her absence on the congregation and the administration of the church, and the boundaries

that needed to be maintained in her absence. We talked about the volume of responsibility that rests on

Rev. Joan, and how the sabbatical can give the church an opportunity to operate without her and

perhaps distribute these responsibilities differently. On her return, we discussed how it was for her to

step back into the role of minister.

We discussed the 8th Principle vote in our congregation. We talked about the dynamics of disagreement

that arose around this issue, and how those were managed within the forum. We felt it was a successful

democratic action, allowing for differing opinions to be respectfully addressed and received, as well as

an example of how conflicting opinions and values need not prevent the church from moving forward

with its business.

Priscilla Fox will be departing our committee at the end of the year, having completed her three year

term. We will miss her voice on the committee and thank her for her careful consideration and

thoughtfulness. We will look for two more members to begin with us next year.

The emotional and spiritual health of our community remained forefront in our minds throughout our

discussions this year. We look forward to carrying these conversations forward as we continue to meet

this year and into the next.

Our members:  Priscilla Fox, Steve Grunewald, Rocky (Kairn) Kelley and Kate Plummer.
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Ministerial Intern Support Committee

Members of the Committee: Verdis  Robinson, Stuart Russo-Savage, Aaron Marcus, Shalini
Suryanarayana , Jen Matthews, and  Jo Romano (Chair) This Committee met monthly and virtually on
Zoom.

We asked Verdis how we can best support him?
● Believe in me as I deepen my belief in myself.
● Be accepting and Hold my vision
● Our opinions and evaluation will be invaluable.
● Give me feedback of ideas from a lay perspective on my ministry and performance.
● Be encouraging and a sounding board for ideas that I have.
● Verdis is focused on finding ways to be truly inclusive, blending everyone's yearnings, Thinkery,

and history

Framework, Goals and Roles and Responsibilities for this Committee
● Listen and ask open-ended questions for Verdis to explore his spiritual practices.
● Fundamentally be encouraging and supportive.
● Keep Confidentiality:  What is shared at meetings stays there.
● Give reflections and check on progress on the learning goals and offer support, ideas and

opportunities to achieve his goals.  Offer resources, about community, history of church, offer
our perspectives .

● Offer Constructive Feedback; be who you are and please be transparent.
● Be a Sounding Board:  Serve as a compassionate supportive sounding board to guide Verdis to

have the best experience in our church community over the next two years. 
● Plan and ritualize a welcome for Verdis with the congregation.
● When internship ends, how do we as a congregation say goodbye?
● Professional Development:  What are opportunities for growth and development? 
● Congregational Connection:  What are ways for Verdis to create and deepen connections with

our congregation?
● Larger Community Connection: What are ways for Verdis to get to know and engage with the

community at large?
● Evaluation:  This committee will support the completion of two required evaluations, 1 for the

first year and 1 for the second year.  
● Remember boundaries. We are not a supervisor. Rev Joan is Verdis’s supervisor.

This committee is heart-centered and focused on Verdis’s creativity and desired growth and laughs
often!
Submitted by Jo Romano, Chair

Music Program/Committee
2022
Submitted by Donia Prince, Acting Director of Music
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Until March of 2022, services were presented through zoom and most of the musical content was
pre-recorded, except for pianist and organist Eliza Thomas playing preludes and postludes live from the
sanctuary.  Nonetheless, the music program has been robust, continuing its mission of producing music
to uplift and inspire the congregation, and amplify the message of the services.  Throughout the church
year the choir recorded approximately 50 hymns and offerings.  We have also had more than 20 guest
artists produce music for services -- both members of the church and of the larger community (listed
below).     We have included UCM’s children and youth both as soloists for pre-recorded hymns, and as
part of the choir for a piece to launch the 2022 Pledge Drive.  Once we re-opened for in-person services
in March, hymn singing gradually became all in-person, and in May the choir began singing offerings
in-person as well.  Throughout, Eliza Thomas has continued to offer her exquisite keyboard playing live
from the sanctuary for preludes and postludes, in addition to accompanying the choir.

Beginning with the Christmas Eve service, the choir was able to record in the Sanctuary with the help of
our tech production team and new AV system.  This has elevated the production values of our recording,
although we still have plenty of room to grow in this area.  We (the production team) have learned more
about how to best mic the choir and are in process of identifying and purchasing the best microphones
for future use.   This capacity will greatly enhance both in-house production and our appeal as a
performance venue for outside groups.

An outdoor carol sing was offered before Christmas, attended by 20-25 people.  A Good Friday Tenebrae
service was offered in-person only which included musical contributions from Eliza Thomas, Verdis LeVar
Robinson and Donia Prince.  Attendance was low for this event but all agreed that it was an important
and worthwhile offering.

Our musical offerings have reflected a wide range of cultural and musical diversity.  We have attempted
to offer historical and cultural context particularly when presenting music from the African-American
tradition.

The choir began meeting in-person last summer, following extensive safety protocols.  Attendance has
varied between about 16-28 members.   We rehearsed in 3 different venues, indoors and outdoors, in
addition to people’s homes for smaller groups, before returning to the church vestry in November and
the Sanctuary in February.   During Covid spikes in November and January we met on Zoom, and during
periods of heightened concern around Covid we have offered a zoom option for otherwise in-person
rehearsals.  Our aim has been to produce 2 musical offerings per month, in contrast to pre-Covid times
when the choir sang weekly.  This has been due to decreased rehearsal time due to Covid precautions,
the extra time and logistics needed for recording, as well as imperfect rehearsal conditions (masks,
distance, etc).

In addition to the choir serving the mission of the church community through its contributions to church
services, as a church group our non-auditioned choir serves to fulfill the church’s mission for its
individual members.  In order to welcome all, build a loving community, serve human need and nurture
each person’s spiritual journey, we have, for example, made every effort to provide rides and other
support for those in need, and provide extra support for people to learn their music.  While for many in
the choir the act of working hard together to produce high quality music is itself an important spiritual
activity, we have tried this year to prioritize the loving community:  tempering expectations and fostering
a friendly, inclusive atmosphere which is sensitive to the increased stresses of these times.
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A Music Committee per se has not been active this year, although groups of individuals have worked
together on ad hoc projects, notably the painting project at the Capitol Grange (where we agreed to
paint their kitchen in exchange for rehearsal space), and Music Sunday.  Individuals have worked on
projects including developing a ride schedule for choir members, and re-organizing the music library.
Individuals who have particularly contributed to these efforts are:  Lani Seifert, Sue Stukey, Sarah Hooker,
Steve Finner, Mary Jean McKelvey, Nan Prince. Heather Moz and Cecile Sherburn.

Guest musicians (apologies if I have left anyone out):
Paula Gills, Shonda Williams, Maizy Montalvan-Merrill, Aaron Marcus and Sam Sanders, Heidi Wilson and
friends, Stephen Brown, MC DeBelina Doyle, Jon Gailmor, Kate Latz, Erin Kelly, Heather Moz, Esme
Beaudry and Meredith Warner, Susan Reid and Pam Bockes, Toussaint St Negritude, Bronwyn Fryer, Bob
Blais, Lydia Busler , The Sassaman Family, Callum Robachek, Carolyn’s Angel Band, Numa Haase, The
Quarry Project, Earthkeepers Ceremonial Musical, Montpelier Community Gospel Choir, Simon DeVoil,
Lisa Carlson, Kenric Kite, Verdis LeVar Robinson

Personnel Committee
Submitted by Dawn Evans

The Personnel Committee supports the work of the staff by advising the minister, the Board and/or the
Executive Team on best practices in the field of human resources; maintaining and updating the church’s
Personnel Policies and Fair Compensation Guidelines; assisting the minister and other staff with
maintaining and updating job descriptions; and developing employment letters sent by the Board
annually for each staff member setting out the terms of their employment.  The Committee meets
monthly.

The 2021-2022 Personnel Committee included Dawn Evans as chair, Ryan Kane as Board representative,
Priscilla Fox, Betty Roy, and Emily Seiffert, with Sam Rossier as a staff liaison.
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Since June of 2021, the Committee has developed updated job descriptions for the office assistant and
sexton positions, reviewed and recommended a proposed staff vaccination and undertaken a review of
the church’s Personnel Policies, which is ongoing.

Production Team Annual Report
 
The Production Team has been busy building our new AV system and learning how to use it! Our goal is
to provide live-streaming capacity for the UCM Congregation. We have had our share of hiccups,
primarily in getting the electrical/wiring system sorted out, and obtaining specific items, as AV gear has
been affected by the disruption of the global supply chain. Our steadfast team continues to overcome
these obstacles and has been successfully providing online services all year, and Hybrid Services over the
final two months of the year.  (Hybrid is the term used for both live and online services taking place
simultaneously).
 
As we wrap up this year, we are making final purchases on our hearing assist system, new projectors, and
some smaller equipment, including mics and cords (thanks to our Production Team for lending a lot of
their personal gear this past year). We have located most of the AV system in the newly remodeled “AV
Control Room” off the SW side of the Sanctuary heading towards the Children's Chapel. We are still
determining the best location for our soundboard.

We hope to inspire many more people in our congregation to participate in the Production Team – to
provide ongoing hybrid services AND to build capacity to produce digital media. We look forward to
increased building-rental opportunities for community groups seeking fresh air and live-streaming
capacity. 

Please reach out to any of the Production Team members if you are interested in learning more and
participating. No experience is needed, just a desire to learn about storytelling and digital media
production! The Production Team currently consists of: Elaine Ball, Beth Damon, Bryce Douglas, Carl
Etnier, Vic Guadagno, Kenric Kite, Donia Prince, Jen Roberts, Verdis Robinson, Tom Schersten, Will White
& K.C. Whiteley.
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Racial Justice Group
2021-2022

Attended Meetings:
Meredith Warner, Barbara Thompson, Margaret Blanchard, Dell Waterhouse, Sarah Franklin, Mary Jane
Ohlson, Paul Ohlson, Liz Benjamin, Eva Schectman, Anne Sarcka, Pam Walker, Tina Ruth, Malcolm
Fitzpatrick, Vic Guadagno, Jo Bower, Paula Gills, Janet Poeton, Rose Lazu, Stephen Finner, Sasha Thayer,
Elaine Ball, Verdis Robinson, Peter Thoms, Marsha Bancroft, Rev. Joan Javier-Duval

Email List Members:
Deb Robinson, Katie Spring, John Turner, Ginny Sassaman, Julie Bond, Susan Koch, Kate Herrington, Emily
Seiffert, Jen Miller-Arsenault, Hugo Liepmann, Kathleen Poole, Olivia Gelsinon, Judith Hinds, Charlotte
Root, Kate Plummer

Organizing and congregational education toward the passage of the 8th Principle: 
{At the May 2021 Annual Meeting, with Board approval, the RJG offered an informational presentation
about content and process on the 8th Principle.}
• On September 26, 2021, Verdis LeVar Robinson and the Racial Justice Group, led Sunday worship

titled “Embracing an 8th Principle.” 
• Collaborated with Lifespan Spiritual Exploration to create the multi-generational video

presentation entitled: Our Principles as a House of Love, which engaged with families, children
and youth.

• In the weeks following that service, RJG members reached out through their individual networks,
committees, teams and small groups at UCM, to invite them to “consider how their ministry at
UCM intersects with the 8th Principle.” Small group conversations were created to consider this
question.

• The RJG created an 8th Principle Resources document that was shared broadly through
individual networks, committees, teams and small groups at UCM. It was shared weekly in the
UCM e-news alongside a relevant quote to support congregants to ask questions and engage the
issue.

• Barbara Thompson presented the 8th Principle at the Committee of Chairs meeting in October.
• The RJG prepared and shared a brief survey for congregants to respond to how well educated

they felt about the 8th Principle, which helped prepare for the congregational vote.
• The RJG held coffee hours to discuss the 8th Principle on several occasions leading to the vote. 
• We mailed a “Save the Date” postcard to all members to announce the congregational meeting

to vote on the 8th Principle.
• RJG members participated in and publicized denomination-wide meetings of the 8th Principle

Learning Group.

Congregational Vote on the 8th Principle:
After extensive congregational education, the Racial Justice Group asked the UCM Board to call a
congregational vote on the proposed 8th Principle. The UCM Governing Board decided on January 27,
2022, that a Special Congregational Meeting would be held on February 13, 2022. The warning and final
question read: 
“Shall we, as members of The Unitarian Church of Montpelier, a Unitarian Universalist congregation,
agree to adopt the 8th Principle: “Journeying toward spiritual wholeness by working to build a diverse
multicultural Beloved Community by our actions that accountably dismantle racism and other
oppressions in ourselves and our institutions?”
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Voting Result: 115 in favor; 5 against; 1 abstention

Other activities:
● The Racial Justice Group selected two recipients for the Community Pouch for the month of

January: Vermont Releaf Collective and Salon Black Walnut.
● The Racial Justice Group hosted VT Seed Hub, part of Cooperative Gardens Commission, for a

seed swap in the church yard on April 24, 2022. VT Seed Hub is a project associated with Salon
Black Walnut, one of the RJG Community Pouch recipients.

● The Racial Justice Group was a co-sponsor to DRUUMM Public Service on May 4, 2022. Some
members attended.

● The Racial Justice Group  hosted Paula Cole Jones, denominational organizer of the 8th Principle,
in March to discuss implementation of the 8th Principle. (Image below of our meeting with
Paula Cole Jones.)
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Women’s Alliance
2021-2022

Officers: Sandal Cate, President; Betty McKinnell, VP; Yolly Turner, Secretary; Abby Colihan, Treasurer;
Fran Krushenick, Corresponding Secretary.  Gratitude is given to all who assisted in our functions and
participated in our meetings.  We are trying to hold onto the spirit of the Women’s Alliance which has
functioned for over 100 years!

Function: The Women’s Alliance is open to all and meets on the first or second Tuesday of each month of
the church year.  Due to the ongoing pandemic, we met this past church year via Zoom coordinated by
Elaine Ball, UCM Congregational Life coordinator, with a business meeting at 4:00, followed by a short
program. About 15-25 people attended our meetings, and several folks joined us for the first time.  We
serve the church in several capacities: as a social and educational group, as a fundraising arm of UCM, as
a caring community, and to provide church receptions as needed.  Again, due to the pandemic, the
Alliance was not able to do any fundraising, nor were any special services held requiring receptions.

Programs offered: Sept.-Visiting with each other; Oct.- Ginny Sassaman sharing about her book on
Happiness;Nov.- Verdis Robinson on History of the Pride Movement, Part I; December – Seasonal music
with Paula Gills; January – Part II of Verdis Robinson’s talk; Feb. – Dr. Betty Keller on Health Care Reform;
Mar. – Margaret Blanchard on her “Identity Meter”; Apr. – Sarah Franklin, Tami Calliope and Margaret
Blanchard sharing poetry from the CVRAN fundraiser; May – Chip and Judy Siler from NAMI-Vt.  June will
be a social visit and planning ahead.

Donations: We made financial donations to UCM and area non-profits this year. We gave a small financial
gift at the December holiday time to each staff member. We create an annual budget and work to see
that it stays balanced. We maintain our own audited savings and checking accounts.   This current year’s
budget will not be balanced due to lack of fundraisers.

Summary: We are happy to serve as helpful members and friends of UCM in many capacities.  We will
resume meetings as best recommended by the church administration for the 2022-23 church year.  We
are eager to be meeting again in person and to resume our supportive efforts for the UCM community.
May all stay well until then.  Submitted by Sandal Cate, Women’s Alliance president, May 9, 2022.

Worship and Arts Committee
2022

Please refer to the Minister’s Annual Report in the Worship section. The Worship & Arts Committee is
seeking new members for the 2022-2023 church year as well as new Worship Associates. Contact Rev.
Joan, ucm.revjoan@gmail.com if you’re interested in joining our worship team.

Community Pouch Ad Hoc Group
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Over the course of the past two years, an ad-hoc group:  Kenric Kite, Fran Krushenick,  Beth Merrill,

Melinda Moz-Knight, Ansel Ploog, Janet Poeton,  Meredith Warner,  & Dell Waterhouse,  has been

meeting to review the process of the Community Pouch.  For the 2021-22 church year, in order to ensure

diversity among causes and increased congregational involvement, it was decided that individual UCM

Committees (or justice organizations to which UCM members belong) would each choose the pouch

recipients for each month.  This is a markedly different process from soliciting pouch applicants, which

often involved reviewing a lot of applications, many of whom we were not able to fund.  This year’s

selection process was as follows:

● In September, the UCM Ad Hoc Pouch Group chose the People’s Health and Wellness Clinic in

Barre, VT.

● In October, Lifespan Spiritual Exploration Committee chose Abaneki Helping Abaneki.

● In November, the UCM Community Lunch Committee selected Just Basics.

● In December, UCM members of Central Vermont Refugee Action Network selected Migrant

Justice as the recipient.

● For the Christmas Eve Service, the Women’s Alliance selected the Good Samaritan Haven.

● In January, the Racial Justice Group chose two recipients: Salon Black Walnut and VT Releaf

Collective.

● In February, the Accessibility Committee selected  VT Center for Independent Living.

● In March, the UCM Ad Hoc Pouch Group selected Downstreet Housing’s Recovery Residence.

● In April, the Climate Action Team chose Vermont Interfaith Power and Light (VIPL)’s Ellie Cressey

Webster Memorial Program.

● In May, the UCM Ad Hoc Pouch Group choice is OutrightVT’s Camp Outright, and

● In June, the Children's Choice was Central VT Refugee Action Network (CVRAN).

Volunteers are welcome and encouraged to participate in this ongoing process.

During the 2020 and 2021 church years when UCM switched to remote church,  many organizations

shared their mission with our congregation via videos or live Zoom testimonials.  During this time, the ET

compassionately stepped up and subsidized the pouch with funds from the budget to help continue to

support funding for the monthly recipients.   This year, you, the generous congregation have figured out

Breeze, sent in checks, and now cash in the pouch to continue this ministry of generosity.  This church

year to date, (September- April)  $10,188.00 has been donated by congregants to the pouch recipients.

Membership & Hospitality Committee
May, 2022

Members: Ted Allen, Elaine Ball, Kimberly Cheney, Gale Pekar, Art Stukey, Pam Walker
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UCM’s Membership & Hospitality Committee provides welcoming and outreach to newcomers,

visitors, friends, and Members of the Unitarian Church of Montpelier, fostering a sense of belonging in

our spiritual home.

During the 2021-22 Church Year, our committee gained two new members, Gale Pekar and Kim Cheney.

Elaine Ball, UCM’s Congregational Life Coordinator, has led monthly Committee Meetings (usually held

the third Tuesday of each month, from 12:30 - 2:00 PM, on Zoom since 2020), since our previous Chair,

Barbara Thompson, stepped down in the Fall of 2021.

During the Fall months (September - November), we held a number of Outdoor Coffee Hours,

weather permitting, and now that it is Spring and the weather is again permitting, we have begun

holding Outdoor Coffee Hours again, with assistance from the Stewardship Committee and the

Women’s Alliance.

We welcomed 9 New Members this Spring, 2022, at our first in-person New Member Sunday held in the

Sanctuary in over two years! While the ‘official’ number of voting Members of our UCM Congregation is

continually in flux, as with each passing month and year current Members pass away, move away, or

resign their Membership, and new/returning Members join, or re-join when they move back to the area

… our congregation certified 258 Members with the UUA in December, 2021, and as of May, 2022 we

have 269 official voting Members.

We have also created a new online Welcome Form, which we have been sharing virtually during Worship

Services on Zoom, and are working to create a similar one to have available during Coffee Hours, and at

the Welcome Table in the front entry-way, in case visitors would like to fill it out in-person. For the past

two years, our committee members have not been making “Newcomer Phone Calls,” as they had done

monthly prior to 2020 … instead, Elaine has been connecting virtually (with the help of Rev. Joan, Liza

Earle-Centers, and our new Office Administrator, Emily Seifert), by email and/or by phone if requested,

with newcomers who reach out to us indicating they would like to connect with our congregation.

Currently, in addition to the 9-12 New Members who have either already signed the Membership Book

this Spring, or are planning to soon, we have 23 ‘newcomers/visitors/friends’ who have expressed

interest in becoming Members, and an additional 39 ‘newcomers/visitors/friends’ who have connected

with us in some way over the past two years, and with whom we will be following up between now and

the end of this calendar year. The Membership & Hospitality Committee has also collaborated with the

Lay Pastoral Care Ministry Team and other volunteers this past year to complete an

“All-Church-Calling-Project,” where Callers reached out to approximately 250 of UCM’s Members and

Friends who had not been as involved as they were prior to the past two-three years, to check in with

them during this challenging pandemic time.

As the Air Quality and Audio-Visual Projects near completion, we look forward to not only meeting

again for in-person Committee Meetings, but especially look forward to inviting our many potential new

Friends/Members into our Sanctuary for Worship Services, to our in-person Coffee Hours, and hopefully

to join us at many other in-person events and activities.
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We would like to deeply thank all the Hospitality Team volunteers who have helped throughout this year

with virtual (Zoom) Greeting and Link-sharing, as well as all of those who have attended Hospitality

Team Trainings, and who have stepped up to volunteer in-person since March, 2022 as in-person

Greeters, Ushers, and Elevette Operators!

Anyone wishing to join either our official Membership & Hospitality Committee, and/or to volunteer

periodically or regularly on our Hospitality Team, are most welcome to contact Congregational Life

Coordinator, Elaine Ball, at ucm.membership@gmail.com at any time. Many hands make much lighter &

more enjoyable ‘work’ (or rather, spiritual engagement), and it takes all of us to create and cultivate this

Beloved Community!
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